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Boron 5-A-1 

5-A. Crystal Chemistry 
Boron is one of the less abundant elements, the average amount of baton in the 

earth's crust being estimated as less than 10 parts per million. However, large quanti
ties of boron are concentrated in deposits of hydrated borate minerals; these deposits 
occur in closed basins and under arid conditions. Deposits are found in the United 
States (Mojave Desert). Turkey, U.S.S.R. (Inder district), Tibet, Italy. Germany, 
Argentina, Bolivia, Canada, China, India. Iran, New Zealand, New Guinea, and 
Syria. The minerals of ebief commercial importance are borax. Na 2B401 . 10 H20, 

and kernite, N~B401' 4H20. Large quantities of these minerals are mined at the 
Kramer deposit. Boron, California, and borax is extracted, also in large amounts, 
from the brine at Searles Lake, California. A discussion of the geochemistry of the 
paragenetlc relations in the system N~O-CaO-MgO-B203-H20, particularly 
for deposits in the western United Stares, was given by CHRIST et 0/. (1966). 

With the exception of the minerals ferrucite, NaBF..., and avogadrite (K, Cs)BF4. 
(both ofwbich contain [BF4]t- tetrahedra), boron always OCCUrS in chemical combi
nation with oxygen. i. e.• as a borate. Boron, which has an oxidation number (valenee) 
of +3. never acts as a cation; for example. salts of the type B2(S04h, or B(N03)3> 

are not known. Instead, a boron atom will combine with three oxygen atoms to 
form a plane triangular group. BOa, or with four oxygen atoms to form a regular 
tetrahedron, B04• These groups of threefold and fourfold coordination can result in 
isolated ions such as [B03J~-, or [B(OH)4]1-, or the B(OHh molecule contained in 
sassclite. In mosr crystals, however. the triangular or tetrahedral groups polymerize 
to form polyaoions of varying degree of complexity. The crystal chemistry of the 
borates is similar to that of the silicates. with the additional complication that boron 
can oecur in either triangular or tetrahedral coordination, or in both types of coordi
nation in the same polynuclear- anion. Borate minerals may contain silieate, phos
phate, arsenate, or carbonate groups; these are. specifically. the borosilicates, the 
borophosphates, the boroarsenates, or the borocarbonates. Of these, the borosill
cates constitute the largest group. by far. In crystals, values of the B-O bond length 
foe triangularly coordinated boron cluster around 1.37 A; for tetrahedrally coordi
nated boron the values duster around 1.47 A. Boron does not substitute for cations 
in crystals in the way that FeU and Mg2+ substitute for one another in some silicates. 
for example; instead boron always enters a crystal in a boron-oxygen group. For this 
reason, it is meaningless to assign an ionic radius to boron. 

Crystal Structures 

Boron and oxygen eombine to form a wide variety of anions in crystals. In 
addition to the mononuclear anions [B03]3- and [B04]1i-, and their protonated or 
partially protonated equivalents, there exists an extensive series of polynuclear 
anions formed by corner-sharing of triangular or tetrahedral B-O groups. In the 
subsequent discussion, examples of all the well-established mineral borate structures 
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Mineral names I Structural formula Reference 

With plal/ar lriollgularB(O, OH)3gro1lP. 

Kotoite Mg~~J[BO~Jz rh SADANAGE, SR 1947-8, 425
 
Nordenski
 CaIGJSn(81[B0

3J2trig ZACHARIASEN, SB 1928-32, 
61dinc 403
 
Ludwigitc
 TAKEUCHI et al., SR 1950, 

350; TAKEUCHI, SR 1955, 
422; DA SILVA el 0/. (1955) 

Warwic:kite (Mg, FeN')~61Til610z[BO~hrh TAKEUCHI ef 01., SR 1950, 350 

Sassolite B(OH)]m ZACHARIASEN, SR 1954, 394 

. Fluoborite TAKEUCHI, SR 1950, 349
 
Hambergire
 

Mgl:'l(OH, F)3[BO~J h 
Be~OH.SOJ(OH)[B03J rh ZACHARIASEN er 0/. (1963) 

Suanire Mg~61[B~8J05J m TAKEUCHI, SR 1952, 332 
(monoclinic 
Mg2B~OG) 

Szaibelyite P'ENG eJ al. (1963)
 
(= Ascharite)
 

WnhtrlrohMroIB(O,OH)igror~J 

Sinhalire 

Symhetk-cubic 
rnetaboric acid 

Danburire 
Reedmerg
ncrire 

Datolite 

Behierite 

Cahnite 
Bandyliee 

Teepleite 
Pinnoite 

Mg[8lA!(8 1[B0 t] rh 

oo[B[410(OH)] k 

~Cal1+11[BSiO~]~ rh 
&,Na(61(BSi3 0 sJ trkl 

&CataO.90HI(BSiOl0H)] m 

(Ta, Nb)l81[BOiJ t 

Ca~Bl[A.sOiJ[B(OH)(J e 
Cul40H.2CllO[B(OH)4] t 

Na![Cl,(OH10[B(OH)(] t 

M g l60lIJ [BzO (O H ), J s: 

JOHANNSON, SR 1959, 467 
ApPLE~rAN and CLARK (1965) 

ITO and MORI, SR 1953, 554; 
PAVLOV and BBLOV. SR 1959. 
470 

CLARTN"GBULL and HEY, 

SR 1952, 334 

Maese and ROSE (1961) 
PREWITT and BUERGER (1961) 

CoLLIN. SR 1950, 346 

FORNASERl. SR 1949, 263 
PATON and MACDONALD, 

SR 1957, 428 

ZACHAfUASEN (1963) 

are given. but no attempt is made to list all minerals of a given structural type. For 
this purpose, one may consult TENNYSON (1963), who has followed the scheme 
proposed by CHRIST (1960) in presenting a detailed treatment of the systematic classi
fication of both synthetic and natural berates based on crystal-chemical grounds, 
using data published through 1962. 

In Table 5-A-1 are listed examples of all mineral borate structures that have 
been well-determined by X-ray diffraction methods. In addition. results are given 
for synthetic cubic meraboelc acid, y-HB02, (ZA.CHARIASEN, 1963), a substance shown 
to exist as the mineral meraborite (LOBANOVA and AVROVA.. 1964). Also listed is the 
synthetic compound CaB,Ps(OH) (CLARK et 01.. 1962), apparently a dimorph of 
fabianite (KUHN eral., 1962). Fabianite undoubtedly has the same B-O structure as 
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Table 5-A-l (Continued) 

Mineral names IStructural formula Reference 

Meyerbafferite Ca[11,,0, 3 Oll+ oa, ~ 0+0 1[B~4IBI3J03 

(OH)sJ . H~O trkl 
CmUST and CLARK (1960); 
CLARK et al. (1964) 

Inderite Mg[4U.O,20HI[B~4IB[3J03(OH)~]. 
5Hpm 

RUMANOVA and ASHIROV 

(1964,) 
Colernanire obCaCHaO. 30H+OH, D+~OI[B~41BI3104 

(OR),]' ~Om 

CHRIST et at. (1958); 
CLARK et al. (1964) 

Hydroboracite dJMg [4Ho0. 20 H1Ca(20HH (Hi, 4 01 [B~41 

B[lI10~(OH),J2 . 3H,O m 
RUMANOVA and ASHIROV 

(1964b) 
Synthetic c:,ea(3 OH+OH, 8 OJ[B~41B(310~(OH)] CLARK el al. (1962) 

Tunellite ooSrC'J HoD-Ullo0. 4 OHOJ[B~41B~310i 

(OH)2] . 4 H20 m 
CLARK (1964) 

Borax NaLGlloOl[Bi41B~310~(OH),] . 8H20 m Moar MOTa, SR 1956, 376 

Kemite ci:.Na~GJ[B~'JB~310~(OH)2] . 3H:O m GEISE (1966) 
Ulcxite NaIt HoD,,OHlea[2HoO,3 Oil. 3 Ol[B~41B~3100 

(OH).J . 5H,o trkl 
CLARK and ApPLEMAN (1964) 

Probertite doNa[3RoO+lIoO, DB, Oleacn.O, OH+20H, ID'tOJ 

[B~IJB~3]07(OH)4]. 3HP m 
RUMANOVA et ai, (1966) 

the synthetic. Other structures determined fat synthetic compounds are not given if 
they have no mineral counrerparrs. The interesting minerals tourmaline, axinite, and 
boracite are not treated because the structures reported for these must be considered 
to be only approximate ones. 

A number of the structures listed in Table 5-A-1 are illustrated in Fig. 5-A-l 
to 5-A-8. The minerals in Table 5-A-l, beginning with kotoite and extending 
through Huoborite, all contain isolated planc triangular [BOs]:l- groups. In these 
struerures (excepting B(OH)s,), stable arrangements are attained by the packing of 
the oxygens of the [B0:l]3- groups, and any other anions present, around the eations. 
The structure ofludwigite is shown in Fig. 5~A-l; warwickite has a related Structure. 
The structure of Huoborite is illustrated in Fig. 5-A-2. In kotoire there is distorted 
hexagonal close-packing of oxygens,.with the barons in trigonal positions, and the 
magnesium ions in cctabedral positions. Nordecsldcldlnc has thc dolomite structure. 
Sassolite consists of plane hexagonal sheets of B(OH), groups linked by hydrogen 
bonds. In bemberglte, [Be03(OH)]~ retrahedra link at corners to form a three
dimensional structure, with BOa triangles sharing corners of rwo adjacent tetrahedra. 

In suenite, the first example of a polynuclear anion cited here. two BOg- triangles 
share a COtner oxygen to form the dimer [B205]~-' shown in the suanite structure in 
Fig.5-A-3; seaibelyite contains this dlmer with one proton added ro form the 
[B20/l,(OH)]3- group. 

The minerals in Table 5-A-l beginning with sinhalire and extending througb 
teepleitc contain isolated tetrahedral [BD.,,]fi- or [B(OH),]l- groups. Siahalite bas the 
olivine structure. while behietite has the zircon structure. Cabnite contains isolated 
[AsO,P- tetrahedra and [B(OH),J-l tetrahedra. Tbe structure of reepleire is shown () in Fig. 5-A-4j the structure of bandylite is related to that of teepleite. Cubic meta
boric acid has a three-dimensional structure in which BO", tetrahedra share all four 
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Fig.5-A-l Fig.5-A:2 

Fig.5-A-1. Structure of ludwigite, (Mg, Fe")2Fe"'O:[BO,J. projected on (010). • :B; 
• Fe"'; 0 Fe"~ Mg; e oxygen 

Fig.5-A-2. Structure of Hucborite, MgaCF. OHMBOaJ, projected on (001)•• B; 0 Mg; 
OF,OH 

Fig.S-A-3 Fig.5-A-4 

Fig. 5-A-3. Structure of suanite, Mg:[B:OsJ. projected on (010).• B; 0 Mg; ~ oxygen 

Fig. 5·A-4. Structure of teepieire, N~O[B(OH)~J. projected on (001)•• B; • OR; 0 Na; 

0° 
corners j hydrogen bonds cross-link some of the oxygens. Pinnoite contains the 
dimer [BZO(0H)6]2-. consisting of two tetrahedra sharing a common corner oxygen. 

Danburite and reedmergnedte are horosilicetes in which silicate tetrahedra and 
borate tetrahedra share corners in various ways to build up framework structures. 
Danburite is built of Sij!O, and BZ01 groups sharing corners with one another to 
form a three-dimensional framework. Reedmergnerite has the low-albite structure. 

Datollre contains infinite sheets of composition [BSiOlOH)]~"-. In forming a 
sheet, SiOt tetrahedra and B03(OH) tetrahedra link at corners so that each SiOt 
shares three corners and has one unshared corner, and each B03(0H) shares three [I 
corners, with the unshared (OH) at the fourth corner. The structure of datolite has 
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e. b. 

Fig.5-A-5 Fig.S-A-6 

Fig. 5-A-5. (a) The [BaOa(OH)s]lI- group found in meyerbofferite ; (b) the [B4.0S(OH)~]2
group found in borax.• B; .OH; Ql oxygen 

Fig. 5-A-6. Boron-oxygen chains of eolemanire, Ca~O~(OH)J]· H20, projected on-COOl) . 
• B; @OH; Q oxygen 

/. } ~ 

'---'-eo6t~J-tr'Q, 
Fig.S-A-7 Fig.5-A-8 

Fig. S-A-7. Boron-oxygen sheets in Ca[BaOs(0H)] projected on (010)•• B; @ OH; 
Q> oxygen 

Fig.S-A-8. The [BsOa(OH)o]a- group found in ulexite.• B; 0 OH; 0 oxygen 

provided the key to an understanding beth of ether hydrated borosilicate structures 
(CHRIST, 1959), and of the substitution of non-essential boron in silicate minerals 
(CHRIST, 1965). 

The structures listed in Table 5-A-1 as containing beth triangular and tetra
hedral borate groups are all based on ring structures; rbe polyanion rings involved 
are sbown in Figs. 5-A-5 and 5-A-8. The meyerhofferite and Inderlre structures 
contain the [B2[dB[3]OS(OH)6l2-- polyanlon shown in Fig. 5-A-5a. In colemenire, 
these isolated polyanions polymerize by splitting out water to form infinite chains of 
composition [Ba[41B[3]O.,,(OH)sl:"- ofthe kind shown in Fig. 5-A-6. In CaBsOs(0H), 
cross-linking of colemenire-rype chains by further polymerization results in sheets o of composition [B:t[4,]B[3J0 as shown in Fig.5-A-7. Borax contains6(OH)]:"-, 

rings of the type shown in Fig. 5-A-5 b. Kemite contains infinite chains of compo
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since [B2hJB2r3J06(OH)i!]:~-' Ulexite contains isolated polyanions of composition 
[B:P1Bl3JO

O(OH)o]3- of the kind shown in Fig. 5-A-8. In probertite, these poly
anions polymerize with splitting out of water to form infinite ehains of composition 
[B3[~]B2[SJ01(OH)4.]~"-' The polyanion on which the structure of tunellite is based 
is related to those deseribed, but differs from these in that one oxygen of the poly
anion is linked to three boreas, rather than the usual two borons. 

The crystal chemistry of this group of fully-hydrated berates is well understood, 
and a set of rules governing the nature of these complex polyanions (CnRlST, 1960) 
has been very fruitful in permitting correct prediction of new polyanions (CHRIST 
et al., 1966; CLARK. 1964). 
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5-B. Stable Isotopes in Nature 

Natural boron is composed of two stable isotopes, lOB and HB with the following 
average abundance: 18.98% lOB and 81.02% lIB (BAINBRIDGE and NIER. 1950). 
The isotope lOB reacts with slow neutrons to produce He and Li. Boron isotopes can 
be produced during nucleosynthesis in the solar or star systems through reaction of 
160 with high-energy protons. The isotope geochemistry ofboron has been reviewed 
by INGHRAM (1946) and RANKAMA (1954). INGRAM (1946) reported the ratio 
lIBJ1°B to be 4.31 on the basis ofBF:;I gas analysis. Most of these studies suffer from 
experimental difficulties (memory effects of BF3 etc.). 

Because of the relatively great mass difference between the two boron isotopes 
and the volatility of some boron compounds, natural isotopic fractionation is to be 
expected. It is argued that HB migrates more rapidly into the crust than lOB and that 
the mantle thus has a lower llBJ1CI£ ratio than the crust (SHERGINA er ai., 1968). 

liB enrichment has been found in boric acid vapors (I1BJ1oB=4.41), boron 
deposits and in kimberlite (CHEREPANOW, 1967). The latter author suggests degasslag 
of the mantle as a cause for enrichment of the more volatile llB isotope. SHERGINA 
and KAMINSXAYA (1963) show tbat fractionation of boron isotopes occurs up to 
2.5% in nature. Fractionation during the formation of hydrothermal are deposits 
might be partly of thermal origin and partly due to exchange in wall-rock alterations. 
The ore body is enriched in 11E. The boron-isotopes may be used in geochemical 
prospecting. 

Sea water is enriched in HB hy approximately 5 percent with respect to continental 
and volcanic inputs (SCHWARCZ et at., 1969). These authors have proved that this 

Table 5-B-1. Baron iIO/OPI! ratiar in natural maJeriaJr 

Sample Reference 

o 

Terrestrial rocks and minerals 
Basalt, granite, gabbro 
Slate 
Hamberghe 
Cclemanite, U.S.A. and Turkey 
Borax (Searles Lake) 
Tineal (California) 
Borax (California) 
Sea water, Pacific Ocean 
Sea water 
Iron meteorite (Toluca) 
Cbondrites (3) and achondrite (1) 

(Richardton., Ebole, Achilles, 
Pasamonte) 

3.952- 4.0BO 
4.04 -4.09 
4.108±o.o2 
4.026± 0.008 • 
3.995± O.OB 
4.040±o.ol 
4.07 ±0.012 
4.24 ± 0.06 
4.071-4.02 
4.208- 4.240 
3.B5 
3.96 -3.89 ± 0.02 

SCllWARCZ eJ al, (1969) 
Snraa (1963) 
SHIMA (1963) 
FINLEY eJ oj. (1962) 
FINLEY eral. (1962) 
McMULLEN a at. (1961) 
McMULLEN I!J at. (1961) 
SHIM" (1963) 
SHIMA (1963) 
SCllWARCZ e/ et. (1969) 
SHnfA (1963) 
SllIMA (1963) 

<t> ~..._V...log Berlin· Hcidclq 1974 
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is due to an isotope effect during absorption of boron by clay minerals (see Sub
section 5-K-V). 

The ratio of boron isotopes lIB/lOB in terrestrial samples (Table 5-B-1) varies 
between 4.24 and 3.92. Unfortunately tbere is not much agreement between the data 
from different laboratories to allow further conclusions. 

The isotopic ratios ofB in lunar and terrestrial samples agree within 1% (EUGSTER. 

1971). The isotopic abundance of boron ia meteorites is of interest in connection 
with the nuclear synthesis of the ligbt elements. Some values for meteorites are 
reported by SHIMA (1963). 
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5-C. Abundances in Meteorites, 
Tektites and Lunar Materials 

I. Meteorites 

The data on B in meteorites were recently summarized by QUIJANO-RICO and 
WANKE (1969). The values in Table 5-C-1 indicate that the results for stone meteorites 
given by HARDER (1959) and the mineral analyses by MASON and GRAHAM (1970) 
are generally higher than the values reported by SHIMA (1962) and QUIJANO-RICO 

and WANKE (1969). Carbonaceous chondrites are usually higber in readily volatile 
elements. The values for iron meteorites given by QUIJANO-RICO and WANKE (1969) 
are considerably lower than the values of SHIMA (1962). It may be that the analysed 
sample was not homogeneous, or that dissolving by 1-4.S0, was incomplete. or that 
some meteorites were contaminated by terrestrial soils. Nevertheless all meteoritic 
values show that boron in meteorites is a lithophilic and not a siderophilic element. 

II. Tektites 

Data on boron content in tektites are given by PREUSS (1935), HARDER (1961), 
MILLS (1968) and others. These values run from 6 to 53 ppm B. The average value 
of boron in tektites may be 23 ppm B. The boron contents in the moldavires (HAR
DER) and indochinires (Mn.LS) are not uniform and vary from sample to sample. 
The boron content of tektites is much higher than that of meteorites and slightly 
higher than that of lunar samples. They are comparable with the boron content of 
terrestrial sediments. The observed high but not uniform boron content of tektites 
may be expected if terrestrial shales or soils were fused. 

ill. Lunar Materials and Cosmic Abundance 

Decermlnarion of boron abundances in some Apollo and Lunar samples is 
reported by EUGSTER (1971). The different analyses vary between 2.6 and 20.9 ppm B. 
The mean value of all boron data on lunar materials is 3.7 ppm B. Lunar abundances 
of B are in good agreement with those in terrestrial basalts. Boron abundances in 
meteorites, tektites and the cosmos show that the abundance of boron is abnormally 
low for its atomic weight. GREVESSE (1968) reports a solar B abundance of < 14.5 
(relative to Si= 1Q8 atoms). which is considerably lower than the abundance of about 
100 Bj106 Si atoms based on meteorite data. In the stellar and solar atmospheres 
the presence of boron is still not definitely established. Probably boron is used up 
by nuclear reactions (see GoLES in this handbook. Vol. I. p. 119). 

~ Sprin8=-V...I:og BerIiD· Heidelbttg 1974 
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Table 5-C-1. Abrmdana in mdtorilu and ukJilu 

Mt/torilU 

Bronaire chondrites (CH) 

Hypersthene chondrites (CL) 

Carbonaceous chondrites 

Carbonaceous chondrites (Cel) 

Achondrites 

Stones (3 CH chondrites, 
2 achondrites) 

Stones 

Stones, feldspar 

Stones, olivine 

Iron meteorite (0) 

&00 meteorites (0) 

Troilire 

Tth/fles 

Indochinites 

Australites, bediasires etc. 

Moldavites 

Moldavites 

Analy
tical 
method 

WfC 

WfC 

WfC 

WfC
 
WfC
 

WfC 

5 

5 

5 

C 

C 

5 

C 

C 

C 

5 

Number Range 
of ana
lyses 

35 

10 

3 

4 

4 

5 

10 

4 

4 

1 

2 

1 

12 

10 

3 

4 

ppmB 

0.12-5.95 

0.14-1.70 

5.60-9.65 

5.1 -7.1 

0.34-1.08 

0.3 -1.3 

1.4 -5.6 

2 -3 

0.5 -3 

0.02-D.03 

6-53 

12-25 

17-20 

10-35 

Avtt-	 Reference 
ag' 
ppmB 

0.8	 QUIJANO-RICO 

and WANKE 
(1969) 

0.74	 QUIJANO-RICO 

and WANKE 
(1969) 

7.2	 QUIJANO-RICO 

and WANKE 
(1969) 

5.7	 i\hLLS (1965) 

0.8	 QUI]ANo-RICO 

and WANKE 
(1969) 

0.6	 SHIMA (1962) 

4.1	 HAKDER (1961) 

MASON and 

GR"'H"'~f (1970) 

MASON and 
GRAHAM (1970) 

0.45	 SHIMA (1962) 

0.025	 QU(JA.....W-RICO 

and \'(IANK"

(1969) 

.0.5	 HARDER (1961) 

29 MILLS (1969) 

19 MILLS (1969) 

19 MILLS (1969) 

20 HARDER (1961) 
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5-D. Abundance in Rock-Forming Minerals, 
Boron-Minerals 

I. Rock-Forming Minerals 

a) Silicates 

The boron content of most minerals and rocks varies over a wide range. If the 
amount of boron available during the crystallization of major minerals is too low to 
allow the formation of independent boron minerals such as tourmaline, boron will 
replace major elements in their: minerals. Data on the B content of rock-forming 
minerals are not very numerous j GOLDSCHMIDT and PETERS (1932), BERTOLANI 
(1949), HARDER (1959a) and OFI'EDAHL (1964) have published some values. The 
boron content ofrock-forming minerals is given in Tables 5-D-1 and 5-Dw2. The wide 
range of variation makes it impossible to give meaningful average values. The most 
important rock-forming minerals containing trace amounts of boron are micas (HAR
DER, 1958) and serpentines (SAHAMA,1945). Neso-, SOI:<r, cycle- and tcctosilicetes 
usually contain several ppm B or the concentrations are lower than the detection 
limit of O.OX ppm; however higher boron-values are sometimes found, for instance 

Table 5-D-1. BoTtm fo"tent of rili'ater. (According to HARDER, 1959a, except pegmatite 
minerals: OFTEDAHL, 1964, and pyroxenes; MoXHA1rl", 1965). (Analytical method: S) 

Typo Number Abundant Maximum values (in ppm B) 
of concentrations of minerals with 
samples in ppm high boron concentrations 

Nesosilicates 60 o.ox-x gadolinite 
special garnets 

8,000 
1,000 

Sorosilicates 30 o.ox-x vesuvlanire 
milinophane 

8.000 
1,500 

Cyclosilicaees 20 o.ox-sx cordierite 150 

Inosilicates 20 X wollastonite 
pyroxenes 

100 
59 

Pbyllosilicateee 300 x-xoo 
especially mica, 
serpentine and 
montmorillonite 

o 110 See Fig. 5-D-1. 

Tectosilicates 60 o.ox-x sodalite 
scapolite 
sericitized 

plagioclases 

100 
100 

2,000 

4:1 Sptingc::r.Verlog Berlin· Heiddb:t; 1974 
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Kaolinite " " " " " 

MallmorillOllile ,,~	 , . " 

Serpenitine 

xx Zinnwaldile 
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Fig. 5-D-1. Histogram showing the distribution of boron values ofphylloailicares. References; 
!lARDER (1959a). BARSUKOV and KURJLCHIKOVA (1957), FAUST et al, (1965), Srxvaov and 

KHITRQV (1960), MOJUl.AM (1965) 

in pyroxenes (1v.10XHAM. 1965). MALrnKO (1967) showed a close correlation between 
boron and aluminum contents in pyroxenes. The analyses presented in Table 5-D-l 
demonstrate clearly thatphyllosilicates contain more boron than the other silicates. 
Muscovite. paragonite, sericite. illite, montmorillonite (TOVRTELOT et al., 1961) and 
serpentine (FAUST et al., 1956) in particular can have very high values of boron 
(see Fig. 5-D-1). Pegmatitic muscovites and lepidolites contain up to 1,000 ppm B. 
According to STAVROV and KHrrROV (1962) there exists a geochemical relationship 
between cesium and boron in pegmatites and granitic rocks. On the other hand the 
level of B contents in minerals depends on the boron concentration of the melt or 
solution from which the minerals have been formed. It is assumed that the boron 
concentration increases during magmatic differentiation processes. Micas from peg
matites do not contain boron in excess. REYNOLDS (1965) studied muscovices from 
tou:rmaline-bearing pegmatites and found that the boron concentrations (range 39 
to 115 ppm B) are relatively low. The majority of dioctahedral micas contain sub
stantially higher amounts of boron than trioctahedral micas. The charge and size of 
the boron atom makes it probable that it replaces aluminum or silicon in the tetra
hedral positions (HARDER, 1959b; LEBEDEV, 1960). Infrared studies by SWBIC.AN 
and Roy (1962) on synthetic boron-containing micas confirm this hypothesis. It is 
probable that boron replaces silicon in the other silicate minerals in the tetrahedral 
positions. MOXHAM (1964) assumes that boron occupies octahedrally-coordinated 
positions in biotites and amphiboles. Serpentines have low or high values (FAuST 
et ol., 1956) depending on their origin. Minerals from pegmatite deposits in general 
do not contain high boron contents; exceptions are some very special minerals of 
pegmatites. Boron is highly concentrated - up to several thousand ppm - in mine
rals containing beryllium (HARDER, 1959a) or rare earth clements (including thorium, c 
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or both (OFTEDAHL. 1964), and in metamict pegmatite minerals (OFTEDAHL,1964). 
The substitution of B for Be and P'ia to be expected from a crystallochemical point 
of view. The inhomogeneous distribution of boron in many metamict minerals in
dicates a relation between the alteration process and the boron accumulation. Most 
feldspars contain several ppm boron. It may be that an Intergrowth with reedmergne
rite, NaBSia0 8, which is isostructural with low albite, can explain the boron content 
of feldspars (AVPLEMAN and CLARK, 1965). BARSUKOV (1958) concludes that tbe 
boron content in plegioclases increase with increasing anorthite content. Higher boron 
contents in many plagioclases can, however, be explained by sericitization of the 
feldspars (HARDER, 1959a). 

b) Oxides, Carbonates, Phosphates etc. 

The boron content of quartz ranges from 0.0 to 25 ppm B (HARDER, 1959a). 
However in most magmatic rocks the boron content of quartz is very low: O.X to 
1 ppm B. During the pegmatite stage an enrichment of boron in quartz is possible. 
According to STAVROV eral. (1960) boron occurs in gas-liquid inclusions in quartz, 
but an incorporation of boron in the quartz lattice may also be possible. The amount 
of boron is controlled by the cations which compensate the charge, if a replacement 
of silicon in the SiO. tetrahedron takes place. A co-precipitation of boron together 
with sulfate minerals may be possible (see Subsection 5-K-VII). It seems that re
crystallized sulfate minerals are poor in boron. Apatites and also pbosphorites have a 
variable boron content (Table 5-D-2). Boron may be used as an indicator of the ge
nesis ofphosphorites as it is always present in marine phosphorites and is frequently 
absent from continental phosphorites (especially the non-argillaceous varieties) 
(ZANIN et ol., 1971). 

Table 5-D-2. Boron ahll1ldanus in &ommon oxides, (QrbonoJes, phosphoJu, en: (According to 
HA.RDER, 19593, except data on braunite by WASSER5TElN. 1943, on quartz by STAVROV 
tl aI., 1960. and on magnesite by BRANJ)E,NSTEINand SCHROLL, 1960). (Analytical method: S) 

Mineral gtoup Number Range in ppm Abundant values 
of samples in ppm 

Quartz 35 0.0- 25 O.X 
Agate, opal 25 0.0- 90 X 
Hemanre, goethite 40 0.0-300 O.X 
Manganlre etc. 5 0.X-100 X 

Carbonates 10 0.0 O.X O.X 
Magnesite 76 <1 -100 X 
Apatite, phosphorites 10 <0.0- 25 O.X 

Il. Boron Minerals 
Boron is present in igneous and metamorphic cocks as a trace element in rock

forming minerals or in the form of boron silicates. Minerals containing boron as a o major component are listed in Table 5-D-3. In the structure of silicates, boron forms 
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Table 5-D-3. Baranmmerais 

FItKJridtt 

Ferruccice NaBF, 
Avcgedrhe (K, G)BP, 

Hydroxide 

Sassolite B(OH), 

Berates 

Jeremejcwite 
Eichwaldiee 
Kotoite 
]imboice 
Nordcnskiodldine 
Wanvickite 
Pinakiolite 
Hulsite 
Ludwigite 
Vonaenire 
Orthcpinaklolire 
Gaudcfcoyite 
Nocecite 
Fluoborire 
Berborire 
Wightmanite
Johachidolite 
Sakhaite 
Searnanirc 
Sulfoborite 
Sinh:ilitc 
Behieriee 
Bandylite 
Teepleite 
Cahnite 
Suanlre 
Ascharite (szaibelyirc) 
Sussexitc 
Magncsiosusscxite 
Rowcicc 
Sibirskire 
Carboborite 
\'Qiserire 
Lueneburgire 
Kurnakoviee 
Inderhe 
Inderhocite 
Meyerhofferitc 
Inyoitc 
Ameghinitc 
Tinkalkonite 
Bernx 
Halurgice 
Hungchaoite 

AlBO, 
~B(.o15(OH)3 
Mg,[BOa]2
 
Mt13[BOsh
 

CaSn[B03]3
 
(Mg, Fe)'JTi[OI BO,]3
 
(Mg, MnH)31In3.j.r031 BO,]
 
(FeZ+, Mg, Fe3+, SnH), [03 1BOs]
 
(Mg, Fe3+)2Fc.:!+[OaIBOs]
 
(Fet+, Mg)~Fe3+[Oz BO,] 
(Mg, :tvCnH)zr>,.[nJ+{Ozl BOs]
3 -CafrIn3+{OI BO~] -Ca[CO,] 
Mgs[BOs]F3 
Mg J [BOs](F, 01-1)3 
B,,[BO,](OH, F)·H,O 
Mgu[B0 3lz(O I-l)lZ-251-130 
CasNazA1,I-I,[B03MF,OH)B 
Ca1zMg\ [C03]~ [BO, J,(Cl)(OH)z -I-IzO 
Mn3 [PO~][B03] -31-1z0 
Mg3 [SOI][BOlz(OI-l)z -41-1z0 
MgAl[BO,] 
(Ta, Nb)[BO,]
 
Cu B(OH),(O)
 
N"B(OH),(Cl)
 
Caz[AsOdB(OH),
 
Mgz[BzOs]
 
Mg,[B,o,J'H,o 
Mnz[BsOs]· HzO 
(Mg, i\1n)s[BzOs]· 1-130 

C.Mn[B,O,] .H,O 
Caz[BzOs] -Hp 
CllzMg[CO,][B:Ps] -101-lz0 
Mn\(OH. CfMBsOs] 
Mg, [P01hBP(OHh -61-1s0 
Mg[B,03](OI-l):; -51-130 {rricl.) 
Mg[B30,J(OH)s -5Hp (mODO!:!.) 
MgCa[B3 O~ lz(0I-lhCl-6Hz0 
Ca[B303](OH)s-I-IP 

Ca[B303](0H)s -4HP 
Nas[B303lz(°H)s 
Na,;[B,Os](OH), -31-LzO 
Na,;[B,Os](OH), -8HsO 
Mgz[B,Oslz(OH)s -1-130 

Mg[B,Os](OH), -7Hp 
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Table 5-0·3 (continued) 

o
 

Eacurrite 
Nasinirc 
Proberdte 
Ulexitc 
Pandermire 
Tertschire 
Priceite 
Larderellite 
Ammonioborite 
Sborgite 
Ginorite 
Volkcvite 
Kaliborire 
Plnnoite 
Frolovire 
Calciborite 
Kurgantaite 
Veatchite 
p-Veacchire 
Volkovsk.ite 
Aksaite 
Gowerite 
Rivadarire 
Colemanire 
Hydroboracite 
Kernire 
Biringuccite 
Preobratschenskire 
Brairschire 
Teruggire 
Vimsite 
Uralboritc 
Nifontovite 
Pentahydmborite 
Fabianire 
Hilgardite 
Parahilgardite 
Strontiohilgardite 
Tyretskire 
Heldornire 
Nobleire 
Tunellite 
Mcallisrerirc 
Korschinskiire 
Hamberglre 
Rhodiaire 
Low horaclre (scassfurnre) 
Bcracite 
Ironboracite 
e-ericaire 
p-erieaite 
Chambersire 
Metabcrite 

Na~[B50ftl(OH)5'H~O 
Na~.[B50G](0H)5·H:P 
NaCa[B50G](OH)ft' ZH~O 

NaCa[B50ftI(OH)G'5Hp 
Ca~[B50G](OHh 
G,[B,O,](OH),·6.SH,o 
5CaO'6B~03 '9H20 (?) 
NH.[BGO~l(OH)~ 
NH~[B60G](OH)4'ZJ3H:0 
Na[Bs0ft](OH)4 '3H~O 

(rrid.) 
(monocl.] 

~[B405](O[-I)4[B50 GM O H)g' 2H:O 
(Sr, Ca)[B40s](OH)4[BsOGMOH}g' ZH20 
KMg:H[BGOg(OH)5h' 4Hp 
MgBP(OH)G 
CaB,o(OH),· H,o (I) 
Ca[B20~] (?) 
(Sr, Ca)2[BIOg]' H20 
Sr[BsO"MOH)~ 
(Sr, Ca)[BsOt]::(OH)4 
Ca[Bs04MOH)4 . H20 
Mg[BSOt]2(OH)4 ·3H::O 
Ca[Bs04MOH)4 ·3H20 
N~Mg[Bs04MOH)lG. 14H:O 
Ca[Bs04](OH)s . H20 

MgCa[Bs04MOH)G·3H:O 
N.,[B.o,](OHj, ·3H,o 
N.,[B,o,](OH), ·lj2H,o (I) 
Mgs [B507M 0 H) s ' l/ZH:O (?)
 
7(Ca, NaJO' ss,o, ·11 B20S ·7H20
 

Ca4Mg[AsOtIBGOIOh . 18H20
 
Ca[B,o,](OH),
 
Ca[B:P4] 'ZH20 (?)
 
Ca[B!!04] ·Z.3H!!O (?)
 
Ca[B,o,]·SH,o (I)
 
Ca[B,O,](OH)
 
Ca,[B,O.](OH),(O) (monod.)
 
G,[B,o.](OH),(O) (trlcl.)
 
s,Ca[B,o.](OH),(O) (trid.)
 
~[BsOg](OH)s 
G,N.,[SO,],[B,O.](OH),(O) 
Ca[B.O,](OH),-3H,o 
Sr[BllO!l](OH)~'3H!!O 
Mg[B.O,](OH),·6 lj2H,O 
~[B40G](OH)4 
B,,[BO,](OH)
 
KNaLi,Al4[BesBlo0371
 
a:-Mg 3 [BPa](Cl)
 
P-Mgs[BPls](Cl)
 
(Mg, Fe)s [B701s](0)
 
a:-(Fe, Mg, Mn)s[Bl01S](0)
 
p-(Fe, Mg, :Mn)s[Bl01s](Cl)
 
Mn3 [cq B70131
 
i'-HBO: 

(rhomb.) 
(cubic) 
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Table 5-D-3 (continued] 

Sil;f111U 

Eloairee 
Draviree 
Schoerlw 
Uviree 
Bucegeeieee 
Tienshanieee 
Axinite 
Datolire 
Bakerite 
Homilite 
Calciogadolinite 
Stillwellite 
Cappelenite 
Komerupine 
Painite 
Dumonierite 
Serendihite 
Gmndidieritc 
Howlite 
Harkerite 
Garrelsire 
Melanocerire 
Karyoceeiee 
Hyalcrekite 
Scarlesite 
Reedmergnerite 
Danburite 
Hellandite 
Specciee 

Na(Li, Al)aA1~(OH)I+3[BOsls [Si,Onl 
Na.J\1.g sA..le.(OH) 1+3[BOs 1:1 [Si~OlB] 

NaFe5+~(OHh+3(B03]3 {Si.O la] . 
CaJ\.'Igs(AI5Mg)(OH)1+3 [BOsls [Si.Cl s ]
 

NaFe3+A4(F)Os[B0S]3 [SiGOls]
 
NaJ3aMnTi[BO]2[Si.018J
 
Ca,(Po, Mn)Al,(OH)[BO,][Si,O.,]
 
CaB(OH)[SiO,J
 
CaB(OH)[(BH, SilO,]
 
~FC3+B2[OIsio.j,
 
eaYFea+(B, BeMO Isio.],
 
CeB[O!Si04 ]
 

(Ba, Ca, Ce, Na)(Y, Ce, La)s[B,Ps/ Si04 ]
 

Mg4.A4(O,°H)s[B°4][Si0411. 
SAlsDs ·~(Si. BH)041 
(Al. Fe),[031 BOs] [Si04Ja 

(Ca, MgMAlO)s[B0s](Si04 ]! 
(Mg, Po)A!, [0 IBO,HSiO,] 
Ca,[B00Hj,[SiO,] . 
CauMg1oAlaCOM0H)o[B0a]1Ii[CO~h8ISi04]11.3Hp 
Nil, Ba,(OH)tSi2BP18 
NatCa1o(Y. La)3(Zr, CeMF)lt[BO" J3 [SiOt ]12 
NatCa10(Y, Th, La),,(Zr, Ce).(F)J':.'(B0sh(SiOt]12 
(Pb, Ca, Ba),B[S40.,](F, OH) 
Na:2B2(OHMSitOlD ]
 

Na[BSiaOs]
 
Ca[B2Si20,]
 
~(Y, Yb ...hB,[Oj (OH)2[Si~07h
 
(Y, Ca, La, FeMSi. B, AlMO, OH, F)13
 

IL Tourmaline group. 

[B04]6- tetrahedra, and [B03]3- groups or boron replaces silica. in the [510,J4

tetrahedra. Minerals of the tourmaline group with 9 to 11.5% B20a are the most 
important of the boron minerals. In granites, tourmaline has been formed generally 
at the end of the main stage of crystallization. Axinite and darolite occur mainly in 
mafic rocks. All other minerals are comparatively rare. however, and are of little 
geochemical importance. 
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5-E. Abundances in Common Igneous Rock Types 
GOLDSCHMIDT and PETERS (1932) made the first fundamental contribution to the 

knowledge of the geochemistry of boron. However the analytical precision at that 
time was only half an order of magnitude. The boron content of different rock types 
seems to be extremely variable. Nevertheless unaltered rocks generally have a relative
ly small range of boron contents. Because boron is a mobile element. postmagmatic 
processes can produce high secondary accumulations however. 

Serpentine in mafic rocks and sericite in salle rocks are important boron hosts in 
altered magmatic rocks. Independent boron minerals are rare. Glass is an important 
boron carrier in volcanic rocks. 

I. Ultramafic Rocks 
The boron contents of ultramafic rocks vary widely (see Table 5-E-l). Extremely 

high values occur in kimberlite (factor of enrichment up to 100) and low values of 
several ppm are found in the common ultramafic rocks. if they are not serpentinized. 

')	 Table 5-E-l. Boron in ultramafirrorles (Analytical method: S) 

Reek Locality	 Number Abundance (ppm B) Reference 
of ana ""'go average
I"", 

Dunites, Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 300 1-10 V ARLAKOV and 
peridotites ZrrUZHCOVA (1964) 

Serpentinites Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 150 40-130 V ARLAKOV and 
ZrruSZHCOVA (1964) 

Ultramafic Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 1 VINOGRADOV (1954) 
rocks 

Ultramafic S. Lapland 1 31 SAHAMA (1950) 
rocks (Finland) 

Peridotice Sweden 1 100 LUNDECARDH (1947) 

Peridotites Tienshan B 6. ORTROSHCHENKO 
(U.S.S.R.) eJ al. (1969) 

Ultca..mafic Gennany 1 10 HAHN~WEINHEnfER 

rock (1960) 

Paleoplcrice Germany B 36-365 210 HAHN-WEINHEn.fER 
(1960) 

Paleopicrite Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 7- 60 CHEREPANOW (1967) 

Kimberlite Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 260 9-590 120 CHEREJ'ANOW (1967) 

Kimberlite 150 HARRIS and MIDDLE
(compilation) MOST (1968) 

Tentative average for ultramafic rocks (without serpentinization): 5 ppm B. 

lCSprWgt'f-Ved"f; Bc:r1iD· Hddl:lb.:rg 1974 

0 
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High concentrations of B related to serpentinlsation have been reported by SAHAMA 
(1945) and FAUST et al. (1956). Boron can be irregularly distributed in rock massives 
and even in a single sample. Factors of enrichment up to 1,000 as compared with the 
parent mafic rocks have been observed in areas of serpentinization. In some areas of 
Siberia a very hlgb concentration of boron (150-390 ppm) in mafic rocks is related 

Table 5~E-2. Boron ill 11Iofir plutonic al/d tloko,Ji, rochs, (Analytical method: S) 

Rock Locality Number Abundance (ppm B) Reference 
of ana
lyses 

range average 

Gabbro Germany 7 3-20 6 HARDER (1959a) 

Gabbro (com- Germany 6 HARDER (1959a) 
positc of 11) 

Gabbro Lapland (Finland) 9 SAHAMA (1945) 

Gabbro Norway 0.3-1.7 LANDMARK (1944) 

Gabbro Sweden <5 LUNDEGARDH (1947) 

Gabbro 2 5-10 SHIMA (1963) 

Gabbro Urn], (U.S.S.R.) 4 30-30 30 GErLING et 0/. (1958) 

Gabbro Urals (U.S.S.R.) 4 0-30 DUNAEV (1959) 
2 7-13 STAVROV (1960) 

Gabbro Tienshan 29 20 OTROSHCHENKO et 0/. 
(U.S.S.R.) (1969) 

Gabbro Tienshan 6 700 OnosHcHENKO et al, 
(U.S.S.R.) (1969) 

Norire Tienshan 11 22 OTROSHCHENKD et al, 
(U.S.S.R.) (1969) 

Basalt Hawaii 1 3.2 SHIMA (1963) 

Basalt Pacific Ocean 1 4;2 SHIMA (1963) 

Basalt New Zealand 1 7.5 ELLIS (1964) 

Basalt and Germany and world 20 2.2-26 5 HARDER (1959a) 
"Diabase" 

Basalt (com- Deccan (India) 6 HARDER (1959a) 
posiec of 9) 

Basalr, Tien Shan 25 3--6 4.3 OTROSHCHENKO et al, 
andesite (U.S.S.R.) (1969) 
basalt 

"Diabase" Tien Shan 7 22 OTROSHCHENKO et al, 
(U.S.S.R.) (1969) 

.Mafic lava Tien Shan 41 6-,'l 7 OTROSHCHENKO et 01. 
(U.S.S.R.) (1969) 

Basalt (Geo Klta-Marsuura 1 10 1KEDA in ANDO et 01. 
chern. Scan (japan) (1971) 
dud JB-1) 
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to serpentinization or tourmalinization which seems to be connected with later 
emplacement of granitoids (O'rRo::;HCHENKO eta!., 1969). Dunires are usually poorer 
in boron tban peridotites. CHEREPANOW (1967) assumes degassing of the mantle 
as the cause of the anomalously high concentration of boron in kimherlites. 

II. Gabbroic and Basaltic Rocks 
Boron data. for mafic reeks (Table 5-E-2) have also a large range of variation. 

In general mafic rocks bave similar but slightly higher B contents than ultramafic 
rocks. If we exclude the serpentinized samples, the range of B contents in mafic rocks 
decreases. No regional variation of boron abundances in basaltic rocks from ali 
over the world could be observed. 5 ppm B may be an average for basaltic rocks. 
'!'be mean value for mafic plutonic rocks is probably slightly higher (8 ppm). 

ill. Alkalic Rocks 
Boron data is ooly available on a few typical rocks which are listed in Table 5-E-3. 

Boron is homogeneously distributed in different mineral fractions from a Nor-

Table 5-E-3. Boron ill alkalit p/lllonk and /lokank rotk! (Analytical method: S) 

Rock Locality Number Abundance (ppm B) Reference 
... of ana "",g, average) lyses 

Syenite Dresden (D.D.R.) 1 20 HARDER (1959a) 

Syenite U.S.S.R. 2 9-16 13 S"I'AVROV and KHI
nov (1966) 

Syenite Urals (U.S.S.R.) 4 53-2,000 LISITSrn and KH[
TROV (1962) 

Syenite Turkestan 26 <10-180 60 DUSMA"I'OV (1972) 

Syenite Lapland t 9 SAHAUA (1945) 
(Finland) 

Syenite U"I> (U.S.S.R.) 2 30--90 60 DUNA.EV (1959) 

Nep?eline World 2 S--34 21 HARDER. (1959a) 
syerure 

Nepheline syenite World 8.5 HARDER (1959a) 
(compositeof22) 

Nepheline syenite Kola (U.S.S.R.) 19 5-38 GERASIMOVSKH tJ al, 
(composite of19) (1956)
 

Nepheline Chibina Tundra 1 3 VOLADCf;.NKO and
 
syenite (U.S.S.R.) iYlELENTIEv (1941)
 

Trachyte Germany 2 3--10 6.5 HARDER (1959)
 

Trachyte Italy 16-240 TADDEUCCI (1964)
 

Phonolite Germany, 5 HARDER (1959)
 
(2 composites C2echoslovakia
 
of 24)
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wegian nepheline syenite (HARDER, 1959). The nurober of analyses is too small to 
compute a mean and to observe systematic differences in boron between plutonic 
and volcanic rock types. 

IV. Diorites, Andesites 

Boron seems to be slightly more abundant in intermediate than in mafic rocks and 
slighdy less abundant than in the granitic rocks. The range of variation in boron 
contents is not very large, and boron is more or less homogeneously distributed in 
intermediate rocks (see Table 5-E-4). Mineral fractions from a German diorite locality 
have small differences in boron: mafic minerals, 6 ppm B; plagioclase, 10 to 15 ppm B 
(HARDER, 1959a). The minerals ofa diorite from Central. Tlen-Shan contain: quartz, 
11 ppm; plagioclase, 23 ppm; biotite, 13 ppm; amphibole. 13 ppmE (yEZHKOV and 
LEvCHENKO, 1972). OTROSHCHENKO (1967) repons for the mineral. fractions of 
andesites: plagioclase, 20 ppm B; orthoclase, 7 ppm B; biotite, 8 ppm B; amphibole, 
11 ppm B; ground mass, 9 ppm B. A. systematic difference in boron between diorites 
and andesites can be observed, the latter having a higher average boron concentration. 

Table 5-E-4. Boron in inJ~rm~tiiaJ~ plllJonic and /lokani~ rorkI. (Analytical method: S) 

Rock Locality	 Number Abundance (ppm B) Reference 
of ana- range average
lyses 

Diorite Europe 9 6-20 14 HARDER (1959::1) 

Diorite Sweden I 20 LUNDECARDH (1947) 

Diorite Scotland 30-60 Nocxoccs and 
MITCHELL (1948) 

Diorite U,ili (U.S.S.R.) 12 <10-300 GETLINC er ai. (1958) 
porphyry 

Andesite Italy 5 3-30 TADDEUCCI (1964) 

Andesite Greece 24 HARDER (1959) 
(2 composites 
of 20) 

Inrermediare Norway 4.8 LAND!\fARK (1944) 
volcanite 

Andesite Siberia 86 7-88 20 SUKHOROKOV (1964) 

Andesite tuff Siberia 49 7-132 40 SUKHOROKOV (1964) 

Andesite New Zealand 1 22 ELLIS (1964) 

Porphyrite Ural, (U.S.S.R.) 10 20-60 35 GETLING and 
SAVINOVA (1959) 

Andesite tuff Urals (U.S.S.R.) 3 340-2,100 LJSITSYN and KHiTROV 
(1962) 

Intermediate 
volcanhe 

Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 105 1-60 28 OTftOSHCHENKO 
(1969) C 

I 
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V. Granitic Rocks and Related Effusives 

The boron content of granitic rocks varies over a wide range (see Fig. 5-E-l 
and Table 5-E-5). The minimum content seems to be about 0.3 ppm B; the maximum 
content may be 300 ppm B in normal granitic rocks, but can be much higher in 
tourmaline granites. Boron has been strongly enriched in some pegmatites (up to 
30% tourmaline; STOICOVICI et ai., 1957) and granite greisen. Boron-rich greisen 
granites are characterized by the occurrence of tourmaline (see Table 5-E-5). On the 
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Fig.5-E-1. Frequency distribution of boron in granitic rocks. Based on data of Japanese 
granites by OKADA (1956; 140 samples) and KURODA (1955; 137 samples), Russian graaires 
by Kosaus and M.u;UROW (1968; 59 samples), STAVROV and KHITROV (1960; 29 samples), 
and HARDER (1959a; 50 analyses mostly from Germany and 9 from different localities and 

authors) 

other hand, topaz, beryll, mica. and quartz-bearing greisen may contain very small 
boron concentrations. I-!.Al\DER (1959a) reports the distribution of boron in the 
mineral fractions of granitic rocks (Table 5-E-6). These data demonstrate that the 
trace boron content of the rock-forming minerals is more important for the total 
boron of the rock than the tourmaline content. The main carrier of boron is sericite 
intergrown with plagioclase. Sericite has been formed after consolidation of the 
magmatic melt when boron was relatively abundant in the vapor phase or solutions. 
The variation of boron content in sericite is one of the reasons for the appreciable 
scattering of boron values of granitic rocks. Granitic reeks from the roof of plutonic 
intrusions (Harz and Oberpfalzer Wald, Germany) and granitic proportions of 
migmatites generally have higher concentrations of boron. The boron contents of 
granitic reeks can differ with age and area (WASSERSTErn. 1951; OKADA, 1955). 
Granitoids that are genetically related to borate deposits contain B to 15 times as 
much boron as those without deposits (BARSUKOV, 1961). Paleozoic, Mesozoic and 

o	 Tertiary granitic rocks from Japan show similar boron values (KURODA, 1955, see 
Table 5-E-5). Boron values of granodiorites scatter in the same range as those of 
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Table 5-E~5. Boron ill grotJilir rorks (Analytical method: S) 

Rock type Locality Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

GraJl;fe 

Granite Brocken, Harz 3 11-18 13 HARDER (1959) 
(Germany) 

Granite Bracken, Harz 7 ll-{iO HARDER (1959) 
(roof area) (Germany) 

Granite Schierke, Harz 1 48 HARDER (1959) 
(Germany) 

Granite OberpIalzec Wald 2 12-20 16 fuRDER (unpub
(Germany) lisbed) 

Granite Oberpfalzer Wald 6 7-9 8 HARDER (unpub
(coofarea) (Germany) fished) 

Granite Saxcnia, Thuringia 12 4---'35 HARDER (1959) 
Vosges (Europe) 

Granite Alps etc. (Europe) 7 0.7-7 3 HARDER (1959) 

Granite Odenwald, Bayer. Wald. 14 HARDER. (1959) 
(composite Fichrelgebirge, 
of 14) Schwarzwald, Saxonia, 

Vosges, Silesia (Europe) 

Granite France, Yugoslavia, 18 2.5--40 HARDER (1959) 
Portugal, Norway 

Granite Lapland (Finland) 2 1-3 2 SAHAMA (1945) 

Rapakiwi Finland 6 SAHAMA (1945) 
granite 
(composite) 

Granite Sweden 2 3-50 LANDERGREN (1945) 

Granite West Scotland 3 1-8 NOCKOLDS and 
MrrGHEL (1948) 

Granite South Africa 40 <20-150 15 WASSERSTEIN 

(1951) 

Granite Cape (South Africa) 34 20-240 KOLBE (1966) 

Granite Bitu-Dzhida, Siberia 22 39 KOSALS and 
(U.S.S.R.) MAzUIlOV (1968) 

Leuco Bieu-Dzhida, Siberia 14 30 K05AL5 and 
granite (U.S.S.R.) MAZUROV (1968) 

Aplite Bitu-Dzhida, Siberia 23 22 KOSALS and 
granite (U.S.S.R.) MAZUROV (1968) 

Tcurtnalin- Turkestan (U.S.S.R.) 16 430-2,000900 DUSMATOV elo/. 
ized granite (1972) 

Graniee Turkestan (U.S.S.R.) 27 <10-245 80 DUSMATOV ef 0/. 
(1972) 

Granite, Shamakcrskii Massif 8 0.3-----7 1.4 LYAKHOVICH (1965) 
gneisse (U.S.S.R.) 
(tourmaline
free) 
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Table 5-E-5 (continued) 

Rock type Locality Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

Granite Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 40 RUB (1964) 
(composite) 

Granite U.S.S.R. 20 0-19 8 STAVROV and KHI
nov (1960) 

Granite Hida Mountain (Japan) 135 0-32 7 OKADA (1956) 

Granite Kitakami Mr. (japan) 15 7-160 34 OKADA (1956) 

Granite Palaeozoic, Japan 26 0-31 11 KURODA (1955) 

Granite Mesozoic, Japan 21 0-25 8 KURODA (1955) 
(>300) (22) 

Granite Tertiary, Japan 7 0-31 15 KURDDA (1955) 

Hybride Japan 56 3-250 32 KURODA (1955) 
granite 

Gneiss Japan 13 3-'<;2 32 KURODA (1955) 
granite 

Granite Canada 40-300 BOYLE (1959) 

Granire Rhodc Island (U.S.A.) 1.2 HARDER (1959) 
(G-1 scan 1.5 SHIMA (1962) 
dard) 1.7 FLANAGAN 

(1973) 

Greisens eu: 

Mica-topas Europe 6 4-10 HARDER (1959a) 
greiscn 

Lithium Cornwall (England) 1 150 HARDER (1959a) 
greisen 

Tin grcisen Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 30 1--470 200 LYAKHOVICH 
(1965) 

Tin greisen Siberia (U.S.S.R.) up to RUB (1964) 
6,000 

Greisen 1,300 HARDER (1959a) 
(composite 
of 24) 

Tourmaline up to HARDER (1959a) 
grelsen 5%BP3 

Pegmatite Canada 20Q-2.000 BOYLE (1959) 
granite 

Granodiorite 

Granodiorire 7 7-87 9 HARDER (1959) 

0 Granodiorite Monte -Capanne, Elba 
(Italy) 

20 5-280 50 TONANI (1957) 
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Table 5-E-~ (continued) 

Rock type Locality Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

Granodiorite Giglio (Italy) 20 10-200 25 TONAN'1 (1957) 

Aplite Giglio (It:L1y) 8 500-2,500 550 TONANI (1957) 

Granodiorite Canada 2 20-40 30 BOYLE (1959) 

Granodiorite, Shamakorskii Massif, 5 0.3-15 3 LYAKHOVICH 

partLy gneis Siberia (U.S.S.R.) (1965) 

Granodiorite Urals (U.s.S.R.) 3 12-25 17 DUNAEV (1959) 

Granodiorite U.S.S.R. 15 6-95 20 Srxvxov and 
KHITROV (1960) 

Granodiorite Sori, Gumma-Ken 1 5 and 7 6 CHAMP and IKEDA 

(standard (japan) in ANDO el al. 
JG-I) (1971) 

Tentative avenges; Granite 12 ppm B, granodiorite 15 ppm B. 

Table 5-E-6. Boron in mintral fractions of gramlie Tocks.fro,,, Brocktll. Harz MOlultail/J (Gtr
many). a: Granite. poor in tourmaline (17 ppm B). b: Granite, rich in tourmaline (46 ppm B) 
(Analytical method: S) 

Mineral Mineral-
content 
in% 

ppm Bin 
mineral 

% of B as fraetiori 
of total rock boron 
in :1. given minerai 

a b 

Plagioclase 
Potassiumfeldspar 
Biotite +chlorite 
Quartz 
Tourmaline 

14 
52 
5 

29 
a 0.00006 
b 0.05 

100 
15 
2 
I 

10% B203 

63 
35 
0.5 
1.3 
0.1 

37 
21 
0.3 
O.B 

41 

granites. Plagioclase (perhaps intergrown with sericite) contains about 80% of the 
total boron of granodiorites. Numerous high baton values from rocks from Elba 
(Italy) are reported by TONAN! (1957). A tentative mean value of granodiorites 
(15 ppm B) is slightly higher tban that ofgranites (12 ppm B). Loss of boron during 
metamorphism could explain the low content of granites from the Alps and from 
Scandinavia; however, this is in contradiction to the observation that granitic 
gneisses ofJapan are higher in boron than non-metamorphic granites (OKADA, 1956; 
KURODA, 1955). 

Salle volcanic rocks and volcanic glasses (Table 5-E-7) are higher in boron than 
granitic rock types (HARDER, 1959a). The most important boron host proved to be 
volcanic glass (TADE(JCCI, 1964), and the following boron contents in rock fractions r 

i 
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Table 5-E·7. Boron rrJI/tmt ill Jalir vrJkanir roeiu. (Analytical method: S) 

Rock type Locality	 Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

Rhyolite Europe	 20 1--650 HARDER (1959a) 

Liparire Sardinia 23	 HARDER (1959a) 
(2 composites	 Hungary 
of 20) 

Rhyolite ere. Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 87 6-165 24	 SUKHORUKOV er al. 
(1964) 

Silicic tuff Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 45 5-120 26	 SUKHORUKOV et al. 
(1964) 

Rhyolite dacite New Zealand 2 11-20 _16	 ELLIS (1963) 

Obsidian New Zealand 2 25-50 _38	 ELLIS (1963) 

Obsidian Europe	 10 5-155 HARDER (1959a) 

Obsidian Iceland, U.S.A., 73 HARDER (1959a) 
(composite of 8) Lipari (Italy) 

Volcanics	 Colli Albani 18 37-292 77 TADDEUCCI (1964) 
(Italy) 

Pozzolan Colli Albani 10 <10-134 TADDEUCCI (1964) 
, (Italy), 

Pozzolan	 Cimino Apparato 35 <10-1,500 TADOEUCCI (1964) 
di Vieo (Iealy) 

Lava and tuffs	 Cimino Apparato 70 <10-950 TADOEUCCI (1964) 
di Vieo (Italy) 

Obsidian	 Lipari, Vesuvius 5 <10-200 TADDEUCCI (1964) 
etc. (Italy) 

Silicic lava Siberia (U.S.S.R.) 155 7.5-36 16	 OTROSHCHENKO 
t/ et. (1969) 

Tentative average: Salie volcanic rocks 30 ppm B. 

from Monte Cimino, Italy, were reported: glass, 420 ppm B; plagioclase, 29 ppm B; 
sanidine, 10 ppm B; biotite, 33 ppm B; pyroxene, 46 ppm B, Lavas and tuffs from 
salic volcanic aetivity have similar boron contents but often tuffs are slightly higher 
in boron. A relationship between mercury and boron in various igneous rock types 
has been mentioned by BULKIN (1965). 

VI. Terrestrial Boron Distribution 
The geochemistry of boron is characterized by an abnormally large range of 

variation in common rocks (more than three orders of magnitude). This is due to 
the volatility of boron and makes the computation of representative means for mantle 
and crust extremely difficult. The boron content in the mantle can be estimated using 
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a model of ordinary chondrites (about 1 ppm B) or of carbonaceous chondrites 
(about 7 ppm B) (see Table 5-C-1). The latter figure is close to a tentative mean for 
ultramafic rocks, but for volatile elements the selection of the model is difficult. 
The anomalously higb concentrations of boron in kimberlite may be an indicator for 
degassing of the mantle (see Subsection 5-E-1). 

The boron content of the oceanic crust (about a quarter of the mass of tbe total 
crust) may be similar to the mean value of basaltic rocks of 5 ppm B (see Sub
section 5-E-II). Tbe average boron abundance in the upper continental crust has been 
calculated in Table 5-E-8 as being 13 ppm B. The lower crust is mainly composed of 
metamorphic rocks. Gneisses and schists generally have lower boron contents than 
tbeir magmatic or sedimentary equivalents of comparable cbemical eornposition (see 
Sections -R and M). 10 ppm B ma.y be a probable boron value for the continental 
crust, and the boron content in the crust is about one order of magnitude above that 
of the mantle. However, only 5% of the total terrestrial boron probably occurs in 
the crust. 

Table 5-E~8. Boron ablmda/lu of111agmalic r-O&ks in tbe Ilf1per continental crust 

Abundance: of Boron abundance Boron fraction 
rock type: in rock class relative to 
(in percent) ppm rock abundance 

Granite etc. 44 12 5.3 
Granodiorite etc. 42 15 6.3 
Gabbro etc. 13 B 1.04 

Abundance in magmatic rocks: 13 ppm 

Rm..d man-mpt ~".d: Dc:o:ml:cr 197] 
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5-F. Behavior in Magmatogenic Processes 

Boron is an element accumulated in the late stages of magmatic crystallization. 
The primary boron content of magmatic melts is generally not high enough to form 
independent boron minerals. Solutions and vapors connected with magmatism will 
sometimes produce independent boron minerals. A moderate degree of enrichment 
in residual fractions would be expected from rbe small ionic dimensions of boron 
(GoLDSCHMIDT, 1954). 

Boron in volcanic gases has been investigated in several areas (WHITE and 
WARING, 1963). Boron in fumarolie vapor ranges from 0 to 730 mg HsB03/IHs0. 

The highest value was found in New Zealand. In Japan, values range from 0 to 
36 ppm. The ratio HaBOa{HCI generally varies from 0.001 to 0.05. In Lardarello, 
Italy. H;B0a has a concentration of 0.47% in the" active" gases. Boron in volcanic 
gases can be present as BFa (boiling point: - 1010 C),B~ (boiling point: +12.5 0 C), 
B.H10 (boiling point: + 17.6" C). B2H6 (boiling point: _92.5° C), or B:P3 (melting 
point: 2940 C). All these volatile compounds form boric acid with water. The be
havior of boron under natural conditions is characterized by its change from co
valent (Bog-) to ionic (B3+) bonding (LEBEDEV, 1960). In processes of pneumatolytic 
mobilization boron is related to elements like fluorine, lithium, tin and germanium. 

n
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5-G. Behavior during Weathering and Alteration of Rocks 

Boron silicates (for instance tourmaline) are relatively stable during weathering; 
borate-minerals become soluble. During weathering, rockforming silicates containing 
boron, such as alkali-feldspars and micas, are decomposed and boron goes into 
solution with the other elements. The distance of boron mobilization in a weathering 
profile depends on the country rock and the weathering conditions. The behavior of 
boron during weathering in a humid climate was investigated by HARDER (1959b) in 
a profile of weathered granite of the Harz mountains, in which the major minerals 
and the illite are almost preserved during weathering. The general tendency of boron 
to be concentrated in residual materials together with illite leads to an enrichment of 
boron in the soils of these profiles (150 ppm B). HARDER (1959 b) has also published 
boron data from several bauxite samples (10 samples: 0-79 ppm B, mean value 50), 
and data from one laterite profile on granite in India (4 to 53 ppm B in different 
horizons). Bauxite which developed on magmatic or sedimentary reeks has lost or 
mostly accumulated boron relative to the primary rocks. Boron is expected to be 
fixed by the high adsorption on freshly precipitated ferric and aluminum hydroxides. 
Trends in the abundance of boron with depth are tOO variable and only limited data 
are available to make generalizations. 

R.cviocd rrunUKript n:coiv<d: n<a:",b.;-r 1973 
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5-H. Processes Controlling Boron Concentrations 
in Natural Waters; Adsorption Processes 

I. Processes in Natural Waters 

During chemical weathering of rocks boron goes into solution. It is present in 
water as the B(OH)4 ion, undissociated boric acid B(OH);, and as NaB(OH)~ 
(sea water). The dissociation constant of this aqueous complex is low: 

[Na][B(OH),r ,
 
[NaB(OH)IJ = 1.36 x10-2 (SILLEN and MARTELL, 1964).
 

Undisscciered boric acid is important in the buffering of sea water. The structure 
of boron as being 3- or 4-fold coordinated in aqueous solutions can be investigated 
by infrared absorption. VALYASHKO and VUSOVA (1966) report that the increase of 
alkalinity and of cation concentration causes a gradual increase of the 4-coordinated 
boron in solution. The increase of concentration leads to the polymerization of 
complexes. 

The concentration of boron in water is primarily controlled by adsorption or 
incorporation in illite minerals. 

II. Adsorption Processes and Incorporation in Clay Minerals 

Boron in sedlmenrs can be present both in detrital and authigenic clay minerals. 

a) Boron in Detrital Clay Mineca1s 

The occurrence of boron in marine sediments was assumed by LANDERGREN 
(1945) to be due to adsorption of borate ions on day mineral surfaces, being directly 
proportional to the boron concentration in solution. GOLDBERG and ARRHENIUS 
(1958) and HARDER (1958) have proved that only a minor fraction of the boron 
(less than 10%) can be removed with distilled water. The major part of the boron is 
incorporated in the clay minerals. 

By treating various clays with boroc-contalning solutions, it was shown chat 
illite and other micas are particularly capable of taking up boron in a non-exchange
able form (HARDER, 1961 b; FLEET. 1965; LERMAN, 1966; COUCH and GRIM. 1968; 
]ASMUND and LINDNER. 1972; BROCKAMl'. 1971 and 1973). The amount of boron 
taken up depends on: (1) concentration of boron in solution; (2) salinity; (3) duration 
and temperature of the treatment; (4) crystallinity and surface of the clay mineral. 

PARKS and WHITE (1952) reporred that kaolinite and bentonite in the Hvsaturared 
form do not fix boron, but when bentonite is saturated with bases, fixation ofvarying 
amounts of boron is possible. Recent investigations of BRocKAMP (1973) demonstrate 
that the boron uptake seems to be partly controlled by magnesium. If magnesium
in solution or on the surface of the day minerals - is present, boron uptake is much 
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higher. Boron, probably as magnesium borate, is fixed to the clay mineral and cannot 
be washed off easily with water. 

The uptake of boron may have oceurred in two steps, fuse a rapid adsorption, 
probably in the form ofmagnesium borate on the surface of the clay mineral, followed 
by a slow boron incorporation in the tetrahedral sites of the mica structure. It may 
proceed during deep burial diagenesis (PERRY, 1972). 

b) Boron in Authigenic Clay Minerals 

Authigenic day minerals forming in sea water can also incorporate boron. 

Experiments of the present autbor have demonstrated tbat amorphous silica-Al
hydroxides accumulate potassium. On aging these hydroxides at low temperatures it 
was possible to synthesize montmorillonite and mixed-layer illite (HARDER, 1969) 
within several months. It is to be assumed that the synthesized illite and montmoril
lonite will incorporate boron in the lattice in relation to the boron concentration 
of the solution. BROCKAMP (1971) has found 1,600 ppm B in synthetic montmoril
lonite from a solution conuining 5 ppm B (seawater concentration). A mica (glau
conite) newly formed in sea water contains the same amount of boron. The larger 
portion of the micas is certainly ofdetrital origin-reworked material from magmatic, 
metamorphic or sedimentary rocks. The amount of the newly-formed illite can be 
computed from the dissolved aluminum content in river waters; 0.4 ppm AI can 
form 3 ppm illite by precipitation at the discharge into tbe sea. Additional illite 
(or rarely glauconite) can be formed from tbe colloidal AI and Fe oxides in river 
waters. At an annual stream discharge of 3.5 X1913 r, the total illite formation in the 
sea from continental waters is approximately lOB t illite per year. These micas, by 
incorporating about 1,000 ppm B, will contain 105 t B. They have extracted about 
0.006 ppm B from river and sea water. 

R~YiIc<I rrunuJcript tce<:i ..~d: D=mbct 1973 
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5-1. Abundance in Natural Waters and in the Atmosphere 

I. Continental Surface Waters 

Boron contents in waters are listed in Table 5-1-1.Boron in river waters is derived 
from rain water (cyclic salt or volcanic exhalations), normal or hydrothermal 

weathering of magmatic, metamorphic or sedimentary rocks, formation waters of 
sedimentary strata, and occasionally hydrothermal solutions. 

The boron content of river water varies but is mostly very low. An average can 
be estimated to be 0.01 ppm. Higher contents are due to local special conditions such 
as leaching of boron deposits and contributions from hot-spring water (California 

Table 5-1-1. Boron ill no/tlrol #'oUn 

Number Range Reference 
of ana
lyses in ppm

" ,, Rain 

Rain, snow 

Streams U.S.S.R. 

Streams U.S.A., Norway 

Streams, Japan 

Streams, California 
(U.S.A.) 

Formation waters 

Oil field waters 

Lakes (fresh water) 

Salt lakes 

Hydrothermal waters 

Rivers, volcanic areas 

Lakes, volcanic areas 

Borax Iakes 

Sea water 
(35%0 salinity) 

20 

95 

54 

133 

about 10 

about 100 

about 200 

about 100 

0.01 

0.02-0.085 

0.013-0.01 

0.0116 

median 0.27 

0.02-5 
median 0.5 

0.2-1.89 
median 0.6 

0.6-2,150 
median 81 

0.2-3 

0.5-1,000 

0.5-1,000 

100 

3,000 

9,000 

4.45 

Tentative estimate by HUTCHIN
SON (1957) in: TUREKIAN (1969) 

HASLER (1944) in: GMELtN (1954)
 

KONOVALOV (1959) in: TUR£kI!r.N
 
(1969)
 

DURUM in: LIVINGSTONE (1963)
 

MUTO (1956)
 

SCOFIELD e/ol. (1931) in:
 
GMELIN (1954)
 

GMELIN (1954)
 

GMELIN (1954)
 

GMELIN (1954)
 

GMELIN (1954)
 

GMELIN (1954)
 

GMELIN (1954)
 

GMELIN (1954), FEIGELSON (1939),
 
LIVINGSTONE (1963)
 

GMELIN (1954)
 

GREE1'lHALGH ef 01. (1955)
 
in: TUREKIAN (1969)
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and Japan). If the surface run-off is 3S X101~ liters/year (LIVINGSTONE, 1963; TURE
KlAN: this handbook, Vol. I. P: 312), the annual boron contribution to the sea from 
rivers is approximately 3.5 X lQ6 tons. 

River waters are more than 400 times lower in boron than sea water, but the boron: 
chlorine ratio in river water (0.0013) is about four times higher than in sea water 
(0.000228). This is due to the influence of the leaching process during weathering. 
The dissolution of boron and chlorine during weathering is not related. 

Lake waters have very variable boron contents, increasing from normal fresh 
water lakes to continental salt Jakes to boron salt lakes. MUN and ZHAIMINA (1962) 
and other authors (references in GMELIN, 1954) investigated the distribution of 
boron in recent salt- and fresh-water lake sediments.· The highest concentrations of 
boron in salt water lakes are found in soda lakes and the lowest in lakes rich in 
calcium chloride and magnesia. There is a direct correlation between the accumulation 
of boron and magnesium (KOZIN, 1966). The bottom sediments of fresh-water Jakes 
contain from 5 to 100 times as much boron as their pore solutions. There is another 
correlation in the mud between water soluble boron and organic matter. 

II. Subsurface Waters 

Boron in formation water originates partly from sea water trapped as pore 
solutions which have reacted with sedimentary minerals during diagenesis and low 
grade metamorphism. Formation waters havecharacrerisric ratios of boron to chloride 
which distinguish them from eacb other and from Recent sea water (GULJAEVA, 1948; 
Kozrs, 1966) 

Tbe BICl ratio ranges from 0.00015 ro 0.0499. Boron in ground waters depends 
on their salinity and the boron content of related country rocks (OnORIN and ZAL
KIND, 1964). BUDZINSKIY (1965) has studied in detail boron in carbonate warers and 
their associated volcanic, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. According to BUD
ZINSKIY (1965) boron partly originates from deep zones of the earth crust. 

Appreciable boron is present in saline ground water. The highest concentrations 
of boron occur in soda-solutions and the lowest in Ca, Mg and 0 rich solutions 
(MUN and ZHAIMINA, 1962). There is a direct correlation between the accumulation 
of boron and magnesium. Boron is enriched in oil field water (TAGEEVA, 1942, and 
GULJAEVA, 1940, in: GMELIN, 1954). This boron is ultimately derived from organic 
substances. ALIYEV of at. (1966) observe in nature a correlation between tbe degree of 
oil formation and concentration of boron and iodine etc. in oil-field warer. It has 
been proved that most boron contained in oil is present in resinous oil components 
(GULYAYEVA of aI., 1966). It has been assumed that some boron concentrations in oil 
fields are genetically related to volcanic activity (TAMRYAZrN. 1957; Ar.sov, 1957). 

ill, Hydrothermal Waters 

Boron often occurs in high concentrations in hot springs and fumarole conden
sates. It is likely that its occurrence in these products has a causal relation to magmatic 
activity. High temperature volcanic gases and solutions are comparatively rich in 
boron: 4 to 36 ppm B in water (MIZUTA.l'l'I, 1962). On the other hand some hot 
springs in volcanic areas and fumarole products contain only very little boron, as c 
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in Iceland. Most boron in hot springs is derived from the country rocks and not 
from emanations of the magma. ELLIS and SEWELL (1963) have proved this by 
experiments in some detail on the hot springs of New Zealand. LEONOWA (1968) 
obtained similar results for the source of boron in hot springs of the Kurile Islands. 
Most boron in volcanic rocks occurs in the glass fraction, from which it is readily 
extracted by hot water. Spring waters which contain volcanic or metamorphic 
water have a B/G ratio between 0.02 and 0.4 (WHITE and WARING, 1963). This 
B/G ratio is much higher than that of sea water (0.00023). 

IV. Sea Water 

Boron in sea water is controlled by supply from river water, by volcanic actlvlIY 
by reaction with clay minerals (adsorption and incorporation in illite) (see Section 
5-H and Subsection 5-K-V), and by biological acrivity (see Secrion 5-L). In all 
oceans the boron content is 4.45 ppm B. In general the boron/chlorine ratio of 
sea water and brackish water is almost constant: 0.00023. All oceans vary only very 
slightly in their boron content. If brackish water has slightly higher B/Cl ratios this 
can be explained by rhe higher B/CI ratio in river waters. 

v. Atmosphere 

The concentration of boron in the atmosphere (0.17 ng B/I) is very low and sea 
water may not be the source of boron in the atmosphere (NISHIMURA and TANAKA, 
1972). 

o
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5-K. Abundance in Common Sediments and 
Sedimentary Rock Types 

The fundamental investigations of boron in marine sediments have been published 
by GOLDSCHMIDT and PETERS (1932) and LhNDERGREN (1945). Due to the mobility 
of boric add in water, steam and volcanic: emanations, ocean water and especially 
marine sediments have accumulated boron. 

Mean data on B in common sedimentary rocks are listed in Table 5-K-1. This 
table contains boron values of the most important types of sediments as determined 
in recent studies. A wide range of variation within each group of sediment types 
makes it difficult to compute reliable average values. The clays and shales have higher 
boron contents than sandstones and limestones; ironstones, especially glauconitic 
rocks, can be very rich in boron. 

Table 5-K-1. J.'vIean boron (Of/ttl/If of mm1?lOll sedimmtory rock. types 

Sediment type Number of Range Average 
analyses, 
approx. ppmB ppmB 

Clay and shale 2,000 25-800 130 
Saline clay 20 230-2,500 
Sandstone and sand 50 5-70 30 
Graywacke 20 18-37 35 
Siliceous sediment, 20 5-100 

radiolarite, chen: etc. 
Limestone 200 2-95 20 
Dolomite 30 10---400 60 (?) 
Ironstone 50 2~~200 

Manganese nodules 60 70-600 290 
Glauconite rack 10 350-2,000 

I. Limestones and Dolomites 

Limestones have striking differences in boron content. The lowest concentration 
was found in some fresh-water Iimesrone (travertines) and in very pure cbalk. Marly 
limestones and dolomites are higher in boron. An average for carbonate roeks of 
27 ppm B bas been computed from published data (HASLER, 1942; HEIDEa.nd THIELE, 
1958; fuRDER, 1959b; WEBER, 1964; see Table 5-K-2). In all calcareous skeletons 
or shells, boron could be detected (see Section 5-L). Only a few values are available 
from calcareous fresb water deposits (26 ppm B) and marine oozes (20-300 ppm B; 
see Table 5-K-8). 

There are no characteristic differences between the boron levels of lacustrine and 
marine limestones. Most dolomites are higher in boron than limestones (WEBER, 

~ Springor-Valag Berlin' Hoidelberg 1974 

c 
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Table 5-K-2. Boron ill Jimutollu and dolomites. (A.n~ytical method: S) 

Type, age Locality	 Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

Limestone Gennany,	 29 2-95 27 HARDER (1959b) 
Switzerland 

Limestone, Germany 3--43 15 HEIDE and 
Musche!kalk THIELE (1958) 

Limestone, Cretaceous Germany	 35 HARDER (1959b) 
(composite of 16)
 

Limestone, Jurassic Germany 20 HARDER (1959b)
 
(ecmpositc of 45)
 

Limesrone, Devonian Germany 25 H ....RDER (1959b)
 
(composite of 32)
 

Limestone Switzerland 2-(240) 13 HASLER (1942)
 

Limestone, Pennsylvanian U.S.A. 90 1-200 18 OSTROM (1957)
 

Limestone Scotland 10 MITCHELL (1944)
 

Limestone U.S.S.R. 10--75 B[JLCIN (1965)
 

Limestone, travertine U.S.S.R. 25-50 KRF.STOW (1966)
 

Dolomite Germany 7 12-70 30 HARDER (195gb)
 , -, 
"Primary" dolosrone U.S.A. etc.	 93' 68.1 WF.lJER (1964)I 
"Secondary" dolostone U.S.A. etc. 30' 66.8 WEBER (1964) 

Argi.lhccous dolostone U.S.A. etc. 337 WEBER (1964) 

"Primacy" dolomite U.S.A. etc. 9 148 WEBER (1964) 

"Secondary" dolomite U.S.A. etc. 3 133 WEBER (1964) 

II. Only 52% of the samples contain measurable concentrations. 

1964). The boron content of calcareous cocks is apparently mainly incorporated in 
their clay content. The clay proportion depends on various properties of the en
vironment of deposition. Studies on the acid-insoluble residues of limestones and 
dolomites (HARDER, 1959b; REYNOLDS, 1965) proved the boron content of clay 
in limestones to be considerably lower (150-300 ppm B) than that of dolomites 
(300-530 ppm B). The highest Contents have been detected in insoluble residues of 
dolomites of Upper Permian age (1_000 ppm B). Therefore the assumption is that 
the salinity of sea water was su bstantially higher during the formation of most 
dolomite than during the formation of limestone. The boron content of insoluble 
residues can thus indicate the salinity of the depositional environment of carbonate 
rocks. 

II. Sand, Sandstone and Siliceous Sediment 

o	 The boron content of sands and sandstones varies widely. Low values are found 
in pure and almost mono-miceralic quartz sands (several ppm B)_ and in such sands 
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Table 5-K-3. Boron in IedifJmlfary Hlila. (Analydcal merhod i S) 

Geological formation Localiey Abundance (ppm B) Reference 

range average 

Limn/()nu 

Mesozoic	 Switzerland 210--300 300 HARDER. (1959b) 
and Germany 

Carboniferous	 Britain 180-228 210 WALKER (1964) 

Post Precambrian	 U.S.A. 459± 10' REYNDLDS (1965) 

Precambrian	 U.S.A. 240-7501' 422±241lo REYNOLDS (1965) 

DlJllJnriles 

Cretaceous.	 Germany 300 HARDER (1959b) 
Muschclkalk 

Permian	 Germany 700 HARDER (1959b) 
(Saline) 

Clays, shales 

Recent, marine	 Ocean >150 HARDER (1959b) 

Cretaceous, marine New Mexico, 300-480 1lo 390110 FREDERlCKSON and 

brackish Canada 170-~230a. 200 n REYNOLDS (1960) 
freshwater laO-nOll. 120" 

Lower Triassic	 Vosges 120-360 120 MOSSER et al. (1972) 
(France) 

Precambrian	 U.S.A. 250--4500. REYNOLOS (1965) 

Clqys of saline dtposils 

Permian	 Germany up to 3,000 1,000 HI\RDER: (1959b) 

IL These boron data are b~ed au me ~swmptiQn that pure illite: contains 10.0% K~O 

(REYNOLDS, 1965). 

most boron can be attributed to tourmaline. Quartz itself contains only ahout 1 ppmB 
or even less. Higher boron contents in sands and sandstones often cannot be explained 
by higher tourmaline hut by mica (HARDER, 1959h) or occasionally hy a volcanic 
glass fraction (ISHIZUKA e/ ai., 1970). Coarse mica of several sandstones contains 
75 ppm B, whereas plagioclase intergrown with sericite can contain up to about 
100 ppmB (HARDER, 1959h). Especially high horon in sandstones with higher propor
tions of clay can be attributed to the latter. MOSSER et al. (1972) report analyses of more 
than 100 illite samples from «Buntsandstein" sampled in France, with a range of 
120 to 360 ppm B. Here boron indicates the salinity of the environment of deposition. 
The lower baton content (18 ppm) of a coarser greywacke (Tanner system, Harz 
Mountains, Germany) than that of a finer type (37 ppm) can he explained by a lower 
clay content. 
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Table 5~K-4. Bor011 ill Saud, Sallds/olle and Greylliacke. (Analyeical method; 5) 

Rock type locality Number Range Ave.cage Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

Sandstone Germany 10 3.5-73 HARDER (1959b) 

Sandstone, Germany 25 HARDI::R (1959b) 
Cretaceous 
(composite of 11) 

Sandstone, U.S.S.R. 22-33 GULJAEVA et 0/. 
Eretaeeous (1966) 

Sandstone eec., U.S.S.R. 1!l-400 BULKtN (1965) 
conglomerate 

Sandstone, arkose, Germany 40 HARDER (1959b) 
Buntsandstein 
(composite of 23) 

Sandstone, greywacke Germany 35 HARDER (1959b) 
Carboniferous 
(composite of 11) 

Greywacke, Carboni- Germany 35 HAROER (1959b) 
ferous, Devonian 
(composite of 17) 

/~, Greywacke, fine Harz (Germany) 1 37 HARDER (1959b) 
grained 

Greywacke, coarse Harz (Germany) 1 18 HARDER (1959b) 
grained 

Greywacke New Zealand 1 35 ELLIS and MAHON 
(1964) 

Molasse sandstone Switzerland 1 10 HASLER (1942) 

Sand, marine, U.S.S.R. 2 29-107 GULYAYEVA (1948) 
Recent 

Sand, Recent Volga (U.S.S.R.) 1 6.5 GULYAYEVA (1948) 

Sand, Recent U.S.S.R. 2 60-120 KRES'l"OW (1966) 
(volcanogenic) 

Boron in siliceous sediments is substantially highcr than in pure sands. Recent 
radiolarians and siliceous muds from the oceans contain 50 to 200 ppm B. Radio
larite and chert have boron contents in the same range. Boron in these sediments may 
be related to the primary boroncontent ofRecenc siliceous organisms (up to 0.1 % B) 
(GOLDSCHMIDT and PETERS, 1932). The boron content of siliceous sinters is related 
primarily to the boron concentration in the original solution from whieb they are 
deposited (lCHIKUNI, 1968). 

ill. Sedimentary Ironstones 
The boron contents of marine and lacustrine sedimentary ironstones vary greatly 

(GoLDSCHMIDT and PETERS, 1932) as related to the mineral composition. 
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Table S~K_5. Boron ill marine ,lays and shaler of dilferelll geologk t1ge, (Analyricil method: S) 

Age Locality	 Number Range Average Reference
 
of ana
lyses ppm B ppmB
 

Recent Oceans 37-300 140	 Table S-K-8 

Quaternary Gennany 240 PORR£NGA (1963) 

Tertiary Germany 130 ERNST (1963) 

Mesozoic Germany 17 90-300 150	 HARDER (1959 b) 

Mesozoic Japan 10 50 HARDER (1959b)
 
(composite of 10)
 

Jurassic North America 20 20-245 153	 SHAW and BUGRY
 

(1966)
 

Triassic (saline) North America 17 1-275 95	 SHAW and BUGay 
(1966) 

Paleozoic Japan 50 HARDER (l959 b) 
(composite of 14) 
Paleozoic Europe 95 HARDER (1959b) 
(composite of 36) 

Paleozoic Norway 60-360 SPJELDNAES (1962) 

Miaaisippian U.S.A. 20 76-345 172 SHAW and BUGRY 

(1966) 
Devonian (marine?) U.S.A. 20 30-125 76 SHAW and BUGRY 

(1966) 
Devonian U.S.A. 17 94-384 278 SHAW and BUGRY 

(1966) 

Pennsylvanian North America 15 115 KEITH and DEGENS 

(1959) 

Pennsylvanian North America 17 40-300 130 OS"!"ROM (1957) 
Carboniferous Germany 81 94-189 141 ERNST el et. (1958) 

Devonian Germany 4 38- 63 51 ERNST el al, (1958) 

Silurian (un- U.S.A. 17 175-390 300 SHAW and BUGRY 
known salinity) (1966) 

Cambro-Ordovician U.S.A. 20 6-286 141	 SHAW and BUGRY 
(1966) 

Ordovician Estonia 1 185	 ERNST et at. (1958) 
(U.S.S.R.) 

Silurian Sweden 4 40- 90 55 LANDERGREN (1945) 
Ordovician Sweden 18 20-180 75 L~.NDERGREN (1945) 

Cambrian Sweden 359 65-140 100 LANDF.RGREN (1945) 
Cambrian Sweden 321 115 LANDERGREN (1945) 
Cambrian Wales 22 23- 70 46 WALKER and PRICE 

(1963) 

Precambrian Norway 60-200 SPJELDNAES (1962) 
Precambrian Germany 3 50- 90 HARDER (1959b) 
Precambrian U.S.A. -6 70-200 REYNOLDS (1965) 

Proterozoic North Amcrica 20 51-125 65 SHAW and BUGRY 
(1966) C 
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Iron ores formed in fresh water are essentially lower in boron than those of marine 
origin. Fine-grained iron oxides or hydroxides precipitared in a marine environment 
can contain as much as 300 ppm B (HARDER, 1959 b and 1961a). Chamositic rocks are 
close in boron contents, wbereas glauconitic rocks can be very rich in boron (Sub
section 5-K-IV). In iron oxide, hydroxide, and iron silicate minerals (except glau
conite). boron is probably adsorbed at the surface. This weak type of fixation is 
responsible for the decrease in boron content after even superficial weathering. The 
effects of diagenesis and metamorphism are ohviously more pronounced, as exempli
fied in the following iron silicate ores: Liassic cbamosire contains 60 ppm, whereas 
Ordovician iron ores from Thuringia, Germany. has only about 15 ppm, and a 
specimen of a completely recrystallized rock. a garnet-thuringite schist from Vivero, 
Lugo Province (Spain), has only 3.5 ppm. Considerably lower values were also 
found in various ancient hematite ores. according to the degree of recrystallization. 
The effect of weathering was observed in various specimens of Liassic ores. 
Completely fresh material from the mines had 60 ppm of boron. decreasing to 46 ppm 
in almost unweathered outcrops', and in the weathered chamosite ores, now found 
as goethite, there was only 5 to 20 ppm left. Thus, weathering substantially diminished 
the boron content of these iron ores. Tbe lowering of tbe boron content during 
weathering and diagenesis is due to the inability of oxides or the iron silicates (except 
glauconite) to incorporate horon into the crystal structure. Continental weathering 
products (bauxites, laterites ctc.) formed by disintegration are low in boron. 

IV. Argillaceous Sediments (General Observations) 

Clays contain more boron than sand or carbonate. The boron concentration in 
argillaceous sediments depends on various parameters: mineral composition, boron 
content of detrital minerals, salinity. temperature of deposition, rate of deposition 
(for equilibration) and diagenesis. 

Boron is not uniformly distributed among the various grain size fractions of 
clays in clastic deposits. It bas been shown in many papers that boron concentration 
varies inversely with grain size in the clay fraction of modern and ancient sediments. 
In many sediments there are two pronounced maxima. The higbest values occur in 
the < 2 ~ or < 0.6 ~ fraction. Several investigators bave shown that the major con
trol of boron is by grain size. The boron concentration in the medium size fraction 
often is only a third of that in the finest fraction. A potential second maximum in 
the boron to grain size distribution curve (Fig. 5-K-l) in the coarser fraction (about 
20~) is partly due to the presence of tourmaline. The existence should also be 
mentioned of argillaceous sediments with no minimum in the boron distribution curve 
in the 2 to 20 ~ fractions. 

Which minerals are the host of the major boron concentration? .As the tourmaline 
content decreases with decreasing grain size. boron increases distinctly. .A!; demon
strated in Table 5-D-2, pbyllosilicates can be relatively high in boron, especially 
muscovite. Fine grained sericitic micas in feldspars are extremely rich in boron; values 
of 2.000 ppm or almost 1% B~P3 are not uncommon. 

In samples of sediments from the same depositional environment, the specimens 
rich in illite have a higher boron COntent. A further indication that the mica structure 
is capable of incorporating larger proportions of boron, is the high boron content 
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Fig.5-K-IA-e. Boron content in grain size fractions of: A saline shale, Reyershausen, 
near Gonicgen (Germany); B marine shale, Rhat, Goedcgen (Germany); C fresh-water 

varved clay, Frykerud, VarmIand (Sweden) 

of glauconite. Chamosite with its kaolinite-type structure only contains up to 60 ppm 
B. The assumption that illites are the boron hosts in fine grained sediments comes 
from solubility experiments in cold and hot water as well as HQ and HF. 

The importance of illite as a boron carrier (HARDER. 1958) has been con
firmed by FREDERICKSON and REmOLDS (1960) and EUGSTER and WRIGHT 

(1960). The latter authors have synthesized a hydrous boron mica. The boron 
content of montmorillonite is in most cases lower than that of illite, but spperendy 
montmorillonite and mixed-layer minerals can contain appreciable boron (TOUR
TELOr et ai., 1961). These authors found bentonite of the marine Pierre Shale contain
ing up to 200 ppm B. According to SCHWERTMANN (1962), montmorillonite in 
soil also has high boron c~ntents. These monrmorillonites can be formed from 
illites. 

In illites of saline clays and shales a. boron content ofseveral thousand ppm can 
be expected, whereas in normal marine clays it is a few hundred ppm; lacustrine 
sediments generally contain much Jess boron. The boron content of illites 
(200-2.000 ppm B) depends more or less On the salinity of the environment of 
deposition (HARDER, 1959b) (seeTables 5-K-3. 5-K-6). Because of the incorporation 
of boron into illite. boron and potassium of clays can be correlated (WALKER. 1963). 

V. Boron as a Paleosalinity Indicator 
Soon after the fundamental publication of GOLDSCHMIDT and PETERS (1932). 

an attempt was made to use the boron content of a sediment as an indicator of the 
marine or lacustrine character of the deposit. The maio trend of the relation between 
salinity and boron concentration has heea ohserved in many sequences of sediments: 
lacustrine clays often contain less than 80 ppm B; marine argillaceous sediments 
about 100 ppm B (or slightly more) and saline clays 1,000 ppm B or more. Details 
including values with overlapping ranges of marine and fresh-water samples are 
given in Table 5-K-6. FREDERICKSON and REYNOLDS (1960) observed a correlation 
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Table 5-K-6. Boron in marine and fmb-DlaJer shalu. (Analytical method: S) 

Shale 

marine 

ppmB 

brackish fresh-water 

Carhoniferous. WUJphalia (Genna'!Y) 

BIlADACS and ERNST (1956) 

ERNST eJ al. (1958) 

ERNST and WERNER (1964) 

PORR.ENGA (1963) 

100-200 

110 

150 

45--100 

80-110 

15--45 

80 
50 

Carhoniferotu, Great Britain 

FREDERICKSON and REYNOLDS (1960) 
CURTIS (1964), SPEARS (1965) 

NICHOLLS and LoRING (1962) 

EAGER (1962) 

300 
50-120 
(avenge: 85) 

50-75 
(average: 60) 

150 

12-141 
(average: 76) 

Carboniferous, Penl1S.JlfJaJlia (U.s.A.) 

, 

! 
, , 

Degens et al (1957) 
KEITH and DEGENS (1959) 

>80 
115 

<60 
44 

CretaceoUJ (U.S.A.) 

TOURTELOT (1964) 40-220 
(everage: 130) 

60-160 
(average: 110) 

30-160 
(average: 85) 

between boron of water and that of Recent sediments of the Gulf Coast. PORRBNGA 
(1963) reports a good correlation between the occurrence of salinity-specific diatoms 
and boron content in clay: clays with fresh-water diatoms contain 25 ppm B; with 
brackish diatoms, 130 ppm B; and with marine diatoms, 140-220 ppm B. In con
solidated shales a relationship between boron content and salinity has also been 
observed (BRINKMANN and DEGENS, 1956; BRADACS and ERNST, 1956; ERNST et at., 
1958; DEGENS et al., 1957; see Table 5-K-6). 

In order to decide from the boron content whether the environment of deposition 
was marine or lacustrine, it is necessary to know all the parameters mentioned above, 
especially the mineral composition (HARDER, 1963). For reasonable results, one 
should compare only strata with similar mineral composition, grain size and diage
netic history; KREJCI-GRAP (1963) made a similar recommendation. Data from many 
investigators show that total boron strongly correlates with the proportion of clay. 
SHIMP eJ 01. (1969) and POTT.ER (1963) have stated that "because marine muds are 
commonly finer grained than fresh-water ones, they are generally richer in boron". 
The increase of B in sediments with increased distance from a delta is often related o to the increase of total clay content (DEwtS et al., 1972). 
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The boron content of the illite fraction is a better facies indicator than that of the 
bulk sample (WALKER and PRICE, 1963), but there is no simple relationship between 
illite, its potassium content and salinity and dissolved boron content ofnatural waters. 
WALKER and PRICE (1963) found in a detailed study an antipathetic relationship 
between boron and potassium contents of sedimentary illite. Sometimes the organic 
compounds influence the boron content of clays. EAGER (1962), CURTIS (1964) 
and SPEARS (1965) have observed an inverse relationship between boron and 
organic carbon. Illites from carbonate rocks are useful materials for paleosalinity 
studies (HARDER, 1959b; REYNOLD, 1965). The data suggest that the boron concen
tration in sea water bas been fairly constant at least since Cambrian time (see Table 
5-K-3). Thus anomalous cases are not rare and the boron-paleosalinity relationship is 
not universally regarded as valid (SPEARS, 1965; LERMAN, 1966). The most im
portant boron deposits are found in nonmarine sedimentary beds associated with 
volcanic activity. 

An important factor that particularly affects the boron content of lacustrine 
sediments is the pre-depositional history of the clay. Most clays are recycled material 
and this influence can be observed in investigations ofQuaternary lacustrine sediments 
from different sources. Table 5-K-7 gives the probable sources of the material, 
based on analyses of pebbles. The more that Mesozoic rocks were eroded from the 
bedrock by Pleistocene glaciers, the higher were the boron contents of the resulting 
tillite. Extreme values were observed in a Pleistocene clay from the Northeim (Ger
many) area. These fresh-water clays were derived from the Upper Buntsandstein 
and are rich in boron. The time available for the equilibration ofQuaternary sediments 
in most cases has heen too short; short-time variation of paleosalinity during 
sedimentation of evaporite sediments (of Middle Triassic age) has no effect on the 
boron concentration (HELING, 1967). Primary boron content of reworked material 
could often account for higher heron contents than those expected (WALKER, 1963: 

Table 5-K-7. Boron ill Pltislomlt freslrfJIaler days from J"fJltdtn and Germany (HARDER, 1959b). 
(Analytical method: 5) 

Rock type Locality Source of material ppmB 

Varved clay Frykeryd, Virmland 26 
(Sweden) 

Boulder cIay Stcltera, Wamemiinde Tertiary etc. 35 
(Germany) 

Glacial clay Papendorf, Mecklenburg 65 
(Germany) 

Glacial clay Siebethhaus, jever 45 
(Germany) 

Interglacial clay Kerr Brick Works, Triassic and Jurassic 105 
Ncrtheim (Germany) marine red marl 

Interglacial clay Bilshausen, Northeim Triassic marine sand 120 
(Germany) stone 190 

220 C 
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Table 5-K-8. BOT011 in RC(t11t11larin~, braddrh and jrlJh-water nnimeJllr (if !fOr111a/ ralill;Iy, if not 
indifated) (Analytical method: S) 

Sediment type	 Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

Oay, Pacific 384 37-198 130 LANDERGREN (1964) 

Gay, Pacific 31 120-370 260 GOLDBERG and 
ARRHENIUS (1958) 

Gay, Pacific 3 131-174 136 POTIER (1964) 

Oay, continental shelves, 27 73-183 108 POTTER (1964) 
Pacific 

Gay, Pacific 2 160--190 MURATA and ERD (1964) 

Radiolarian mud, Pacific 1 150 HARDER (1959) 

Silty day. Pacific 1 70 MURATA and ERD (1964) 

Carbonate ooze, Pacific 4 96-320 185 GOLDBERC and 
ARRHENIUS (1958) 

Gubonate ooze (>25% CaC03 ) , 15 20-100 75 MURATA and ERn (1964) 
Pacific 

Siliceous and carbonate ooze, 2 100-210 160 MURATA and ERD (1964) 
Pacific 

') 
Clay, Arctic 115 McDOUGALL and HARRIS 

(1969) 
Gay, Atlantic 38 44-183 130 LANDERGREN(1964) 

Oay, Atlantic 65-350 ERICSON el a/. (1961) 

Clay, Atlantic 14 76-174 126 POTTER (1964) 

Clay, Atlantic 12 100-190 135 HARDER (1959b) 

Carbonate ooze, Atlantic 18-- 60 30 THO)',fl'SON (1972) 

Carbonate ooze, Atlantic 4 50- 80 60 _HARDER (1959b) 

Clay, Indian Ocean 46 44-183 115 LANOERGREN (1964) 

Gay, Mediterranean 36 96-225 143 LANDERCREN (1964) 

Carbonate, Adriatic Sea 3 135-174 147 SHIMP (1969) 

Gay, tidal shoals, North Sea 2 50- 70 ERNST (1962) 

Gay, Notch Sea 4 38-124 85 SHIMP er0/. (1969) 

Oay, Skagerrak-Kattegat 115 LANOERGREN and 
(salinity 33.5%0) CARVAJAL (1968) 

Clay, Gullmarsfjctden, Alsback 100 LANDERGREN and 
(salinity 180/00) CARVAJAL (1968) 

Clay, southern Baltic Sea 105 LANOERGREN and 
(salinity 16%0) CARVAJAL (1968) 

Estuary aedimenr, Angermanilve:n 52 LANDERCAEN and 
River, Sweden CARVAJAL (1968) 
(salinity 6.0 %0) 0 
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Table 5-K-B (continued) 

Sediment type Number Range 
of ana
lyses ppmB 

Average 

ppmB 

Reference 

Euxenic sediment, Baltic Sea 
fjord (salinity 5.5°/00) 

Clay muds, fresh-water 

Oay suspension, riven, 
Urals 

Carbonate, fresh-water, Lake of 
Neuenbueg, Switzerland 

43 

5 

12-159 

50-300 

62 

62 

26 

LANDERGRD: and 
CARVAJAL (1968) 

SHIMJ> tl al. (1969) 
Porrae (1964) 

OHORIN and ZALKIND 

(1964) 

fURDER (1959) 

River sediment, canadian 
Arctic 

80 49 DEWI5 tl al, (1972) 

River and delta sediment, 
Canadian Arctic 

133 2-125 74 DEWIS et al. (1972) 

British Purbeck beds; RnmBL. 1966: Te.rtiary clays, Lower Rhine, Germany). Little 
or no boron bas been taken up by some terrestrial clay minerals as they enter the 
marine environment in the polar region (MACDOUGALL and HAR.R.Is. 1969). 

Another: point that must be considered in discussing the boron content is the 
rate of deposition (HARDER. 1959b). The average content' of the Atlantic Ocean 
sediments (Table 5-K-8) is 130 ppm. and the higbest value for all ocean sediments 
is 370 ppm (GOLDBERG and ARRHENIUS, 1958). A great number ofmodern marine and 
fresh-water muds was analysed by SHIMP et al. (1969) (see Table 5-K-8). According 
to their results modem marine muds (from shallow continental shelves) contain 
about 30-45 ppm male B than fresh-water muds. Deep-sea clays have slightly higher 
boron contents than clays from the shelves. The above values demonstrate the range 
of boron contents of sediments at the same salinity and about the same temperature. 

Diagenesis (HARDER, 1961a) and transformation of 1 Md into 2M mica modi
fications (REYNOLDS. 1965) lower the boron content of illites (see Section 5-M). 
Dlites which contain more than 25% of the 2 M polymorph are not suitable for 
paleosalinity studies. Inasmuch as many factors a1fect the boron content of sediments. 
it is not a very suitable indicator element. If the various parameters can be controlled 
it can be of use in studies of pal.eosalioity. 

VI. Marine Evaporites 
Boron in oceanic evaporites is mainly accumulated in clay (see Table 5·K-9), in 

anhydrite and in potassium-magnesium salts. Halite rocks are low in boron except 
those interlayered with clay or anhydrite (HARDER, 1959b; BRAlTscH. 1961). Besides 
sulfates and micas, boron occurs in its own minerals: boeacite, stassfurtite, szaibelyite 
(escharire), pinnoite, sulfoborire, strontiohilgardlte, lueneburgire, probertite, priceice, 
ulesite, howlite, colemanite, danhurite and tourmaline. Ne-Ca berates and Mg 
berates are connected with the anhydrite layers and Mg borate with the potassium c 
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Table 5-K-9. Boron ill marine salt deposits. (Analytical method: S) 

Age Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppmB 

Permian loline ,lays from Nortiem Gtrnra'9' 

Stassfun series 300---700 HARDf:R (1959b) 

Leine series 30 1,000-2,200 1,500 HARDER (1959b) 

Aller series (composite) 230---500 HARDER (1959b) 

PtrmiOll anhydritefrom Northern GtrmOllY OIlQ U.S.A. 

Werra series 26 1-70 25 HARDER (1959b) 

Stassfurr series 11 100---500 200 HARDER (1959b) 

Leine series 16 24-90 55 HARDER (1959 b) 

Aller series 4 3-ll0 40 HARDER (1959b) 

Average: 70 

Anhydrite, Permian, Oklaho ma 150 39-90 72 HAM eI 01. (1961) 
(U.S.A.) 

Gypsum, Permian, Oklahoma. 13 HAM eI al. (1961) 
(U.S.A.) 

(\ Recent sulfate precipitates 

Halite, Cambrian to 

40-90 

0.3-0.7 

HAM et al. (1961) 

MOORE (1971) 
Quaternary 

Permian /JoliJe from Northtrn GtrmlJllY 

Werra series 4 O.X 

Stassfun series 50 0-70 15} 
HARDER 

in BRAlTSCH (1962) 
Lcine series 4 . O.X- 3 

PermiOll polamitJ1l magnesium salls from Wlst Germo'9' and U.S.s.R. 

Werra series 3 O.X !fARnER (1959b) 

Stassfurt series 20 0.?-60 HARDER (1959b) 

Stassfurt series 100 100---2,000 400 KOKORSCH in 
BRAITSCH (1962) 

Potassium magnesium salts, 80 DIAROV (1966). 
Sclikamsk (U.S.S.R.) 

Potassium magnesium salt, 26 0.2-2.2% 6,000 DUROV (1966) 
(U.S.S.R.) 

magnesium layers (HAM: t/ al., 1961; BRAlTSCH. 1962; KUHN, 1968). It is assumed that 
the boron concentrations are related to the seas from which the evaporites were 
precipitated. The mechanism of boron precipitation during evaporation is not wello known. D'ANS and BEHRENDT (1957) publisbcd data on the solubility of boracite. 
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Primary formation of boracite is possible during the stage of poassium-magneslum 
salt precipitation. 1£ boracite crystals occur in anhydrite. they cannot be of primary 
origin. A co-precipitation of boron together with sulfate may be possible (HARDER, 

1959; HAM et ai., 19(1). A fraction of rbe boron in anhydrite is assumed to substitute 
504 in the lattice (HAM er at., 19(1). Boron has been strongly enriched in the final 
state of evaporation (in some Russian deposits) and in the middle stage of the Stassfurr 
basin. Boron-rich saline waters partly form the Stassfurt nodules and the high boron 
content of saline clays and anhydrites. The boron content of Zechstein deposits in 
Germany may be lower but is not higher than that expected from evaporation of 
normal sea water. Progressive evaporation can form borate deposits containing up 
to 2.2% B. DIAROV (1967) has investigated the boron distribution in these potassium 
salts deposits, and the dara indicate that the boron concentration is independent of 
the K and Mg content. 

VII. Average Abundance in Sedimentary Rocks 
Argillaceous sediments (clays, shales) are by far the most abundant sedimentary 

rocks and are the important boron carriers. A mean value of 100 ppm B for clays and 
shales has been computed by HARDER. mainly on the basis of 700 analyses reported 
by LANDERGREN (1950) and about 150 additional samples (HARDER, 1959b). In 
recent years a tendency of additional data to a sligbtly higher mean can be observed. 
SHAW and BUGRY (1966) report 160ppm B for 171 samples and different authors 
obtained 135 ppm B for 150 shales. Boron values of Recent deep-sea clays plot in 
the same range. but are often slightly higher than those of consolidated argillites. 
From these results a mean value of about 120 ppm B can be assumed for clays and 
shales except those of Precambrian age. 

Limestones contain on average 20 ppm B, quartz-sandstones 30 ppm Band 
greywackes 35 ppm B. The proportion of shale to greywacke is rather uncertain. 
The abundance of the sedimentary rocks bas been compiled by WEDEPOHL in Chap
ter 8 of Volume I of this handbook. Ifalternatively 77"I" or 55% argillaceous sediments 
(mean value 120 ppm B) is considered, tben the average sediment contains 100 or 
80 ppm B. Sligbtly less than 100 ppm B is probably the mean value for sediments. 

This value is nearly ten times higher than the average of magmatic rocks. Boron 
is unbalanced between average weathered magmatic rocks and average sediment 
(plus sea water). The relative accumulation of boron in the marine environment is 
probably a consequence of the mobility of boron compounds in geotbermal vapors 
and volcanic emanations. 
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5-L. Biogeochemistry 
Boron can be detected in nearly all organisms and it is physiologically important 

in plants. Appreciably large amounts of boron OCCUt in blossoms, fruits and roots of 
certain plants such as maize (10 ppm B in the dry substance), grape (10 to 100 ppm B), 
and saffron (up to 0.5% B) (GMELIN. 1954). 

Boron has been reported as stimulating plant growth (in rice, potato, tomato, 
cotton. wine, tobacco. etc.) and to prevent certain plant diseases (sterility of pollen 
and seed organs. etc). Small quantities ofbora..x are therefore included in some mineral 
fertilizers, although large doses of boron are toxic. Boron is stored in the illite and 
montmorillonite fraction of soils (HARDER. 1959a; SCHWERTMANN, 1962). As a 
result of plant decomposition, boron passes into clays. humus and peats. 

The boron content of plants bas been used in biochemical prospecting of boron 
deposits (SCHWYRJAEWA, 1957). Boron is also concentrated in ashes of woods and 
coals (GOLDSCHMIDT and PETERS. 1932) and in seaweed. ZUBOVIC eto/. (1961, 1964, 
1966,1967) analysed more than 1,100 coal ashes from Eocene, Cretaceous, Jurassic 
and (mostly) Pennsylvanian ages from different places of the United States. The boron 
values of the ash of coal samples vary between 12,000 and 20 ppm B with a mean 
value of 1,400 ppm B. The boron content from one sample to another varies over 
a very wide range, but no significant differences in boron content were found by 
comparing the mean values of different coal types, coals of different age and different 
area. Australian coals (BROWN et al., 1964) range from 10 to 300 ppm B (on an air
dried coal basis). Boron contents in the coal asbes from Tertiary age of Germany 
vary between 12,000 and 50 ppm, with a mean value of 800 ppm B (OEHLSCHLEGEL. 
1964; HARDER, 1959); coals from Central and East Germany have similar values 
(LEUTWEtN et al., 1956). During coalification of pear some boron has been lost. 

Marine calcareous algae and some corals contain up to 300 ppm B in their structure 
(GOLDSCHMIDT and PETERS. 1932; BERENSttJN, 1953). The results of NICHOLLS 
(1959) and VINOGRADOV (1959) support the view that boron is concentrated by 
marine plankton. The former author repons that 11 samples range from 50 to 760 ppm 
B with a mean value of 240 ppm B. YAMAMOTO et ai. (1973) have spectrophoto
metrically analyzed 11 samples of marine phytoplankton containing 18 to 104 ppm B 
in dry matter. 16 samples of limnetic plankton ranging from 6 to 3,200 ppm B, and 
34 samples of marine zooplankton containing 33 ppm B as an average. Still higher 
contents occur in siliceous sponges. Mter recrystallization. the boron contents have 
been partly lost. Mosr of the boron taken up by living organic matter is not removed 
from the oceanic reservoir by sedimentation after the death of the organisms. It will 
be recycled into the hydrosphere (see Section 5-0-2). 

In higher animals boron is always presenr but the amounr tends to he low 
(0.5ppmB) (BOWEN, 1966).Boron does not seem to be essential for animals. For addi
tional information see BREWER (1950), GMELIN (1954), SCHARRER (1955), SrCI.ES (1961) 
and BOWEN (1966). 
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5-M. Abundance in Common Metamorphic Rock Types 
During diagenetic and metamorphic processes the primordial boron content of 

most sediments and several magmatic rocks decreases. Higher than primary boron 
concentrations Occur in serpentinites and contact zones of magmatic rocks. 

I. Contact Metamorphism 
Metamorphic sedimentary rocks from contacts with granite and basalt have been 

investigated by HARDBR (1961a). The altered granitic rocks of the border zone are 
higher in boron than granite from the inner core of the pluton. Boron is concentrated 
in sericite intergrown with plagioclase or in serpentine minerals. Sediments from the 
contact zone often have lost boron. Locally higher boron concentrations occur. 
sometimes in the form of boron minerals (see Fig. S·M-l). The heterogeneous distri
bution in contact rocks (horoie1ses) can be explained by local boron mobilization of 
sedimentary rather than magmatic origin. 
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Fig.5-M-1. Distribution of boron at a granite meta-shale contact, Harz Mountains, Ger
many (HARDER, 19613) 

Boron metasomatism of dolomite rocks ID!.s been discussed in detail by WATANABE 
(1939,1958), WATANAllE etal. (1963), BARSUKOV (1958, 1960, 1961), ALEKSANDROV 
et al. (1968), MARAKUSHEV (1958), EGOROV (1960), and SHAllYNIN (references in 
P'ERZEV, 1970). Many boron-containing minerals occur in the skarn paragenesis with 
magnetite and manganese are (ludwigite, suaaite, kotoite, slnhelire, darolite, jimboite 
erc.). Ifboron does not form independent minerals during the skarn deposition, it is 
dispersed among various skarn minerals. Garnets from skarns contain up to 400 ppm 
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B (LrsITsYN and Krrrmov, 1962) and wollastonite up to 200 ppm B. Magnesium 
sillcarc and borate contents in skams can be inversely related (EGOROV, 1960). 
Vesuviauite (ldocrase), the latest skarn mineral, is a major host of boron (MUESSING, 

1959). 

II. Regional Metamorphism 

There is only a limited number of reliable boron analyses of regional metamorphic 
rocks available as listed in Table S-M-l. 

Table 5-M·1. Baran in mtJaf1/o,phi, ,,,,les. (Analytical method: S) 

Rock type Locality	 Number Range Average Reference 
of ana
lyses ppmB ppm B 

Schist Germany 20 35-155 80 HARDE!>. (1959b) 

Mica schist Alps, Urals etc. 30 40-2,000 100 HARDEk (1961a) 
DUNAEV (1959) 

Paragonite schist Alps, 10 -70-2,000 HARDER (1961 a) 
Jugoslavia 

Andalusite cor- U.S.S.R. 11o-nO STAVROV (1960)•dierire sc.hist -.., 
Chlorite schist 10--40	 DUNAEV (1959) 

HARDER (196ta) 

GIaukophane schist Switzerland	 10 3-30 HARDER (1961 a) 

Biotite amphibo-	 10 3-30 HARDER (1961a) 
lite schist 

Talc chloritc Miinchberg Mass, 3 0-11 HAHN-WEINHEI
schist Bavaria MER (1960) 

(Germany) 

Sericite graphite Miincbberg Mass, 68-1,000 HAHN-WEIN•schist Bavaria HEIMER (1960) 
(Germany) 

Orthogneiss Germany 6 0.5-3.5 HARDER (l96ta) 

Paragneiss Germany 8-50 HARDER (1961a)• 
Granite gneiss U.S.S.R. 2	 Sravaov and• 

n 

KHITROV (1960) 

Gneiss Norway 8 1-14 5 LANDMARK (1944) 

Gneiss and schist Yakutia 17 30-ll0 55 YEGOROV (1961) 
(U.S.S.R.) 

Granidaed rock Yakucia 18 <20-20 YEGOROV (1961) 
(U.S.S.R.) 

Charnoclcirc Mtica, 5 <1-7 HARDER (196ta) 
Sweden 

Serpentinite Umts 2 13--ll0 DUNAEV (1959) 
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5-N. Behavior in Metamorphic Reactions 

When boron-containing minerals participate in metamorphic reactions, baton 
is gradually released. The loss of boron depends on the composition and temperature 
of the gas phase taking part in the metamorphic reactions and on the host minerals. 
During metamorphic processes boron in tourmaline is stable. If no stable boron 
mineral or a stable boron host mineral (like mica or serpentine) is available, the loss 
of boron during diagenesis and metamorphism is very large. For example marine 
sedimentary ironstones contain as recent hydroxide silicate precipitates 300 ppm B 
(see Subsection 5-K-Ill),; Liassic chamositic ores contain 60 ppm B, Ordovician ores 
15 ppm B, and gamet-thuringite schists contain 3.5 ppm B only. Shales show a 
small loss of boron during diagenesis and low grade metamorphism (HARDER, 1961). 
In an investigation of boron in mica during metamorphism, REYNOLDS (1965b) 
could prove that some boron is lost during the transformation of the 1 Md into 
the 2 M polymorph. Boron released from illite is trapped locally as dravite (tour
maline). Relatively little boron is lost at lower grades of metamorphism (green
schist facies). Data of REYNOLDS (1965b) indicate tbat during metamorphism of 
carbonate rocks no significant decrease of boron has occurred, but boron as a traceI -,. 
element in mica and serpenrine can easily be released during higher grade regional 
metamorphic processes under conditions that accompany the destruction of white 
mica. The low boron content of some granitic gneisses (see Table 5-M-1 and Sub
section 5-E-V) can be explained in the same way. Some tourmaline is possibly formed 
at this stage of metamorphism. Partial melting of metamorphic rocks is connected 
with a mobilization ofboron leaving only tourmaline and other stable boron minerals 
in reetites. 

o
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5-0. Relation to Other Elements, Economic Importance 

I. Relation of Boron to Other Elements 

Boron is an element widely distributed in low concentration in rockforming 
minerals. It replaces silicon and beryllium to some extent. Boron as a typical element 
of residual magmas is sometimes correlated with such elements as lithium, beryllium, 
tin., fluorine and chlorine in rock derived from late stages of magmatic processes. 
Boron and germanium have a distinct tendency to combine with organic matter. 

II. Balance and Cycle of Boron 

The bulk of boron is present in marine sediments and in sea water. Data of LAN
DERGREN (1945), HARDER (1959 b), REYNOLDS (1965), SHAW and BUGRY (1966) etc. 
suggest that the boron concentration in marine sediments from a steady state ocean 
has heen fairly constant with time. A certain loss of boron from older sediments must 
be attributed to diagenesis (HARDER, 1961a). 

Dlite in sediments is a large sink ofbacon in the rock cycle. Boron mobilized during 
metamorphism cycles back to sea water. At elevated temperatures boron is discharged 
directly from a magma into the atmosphere. but at lower temperatures hydrothermal 
solutions feed it directly into surface waters. This cycle keeps the boron concentration 
in sea water in a steady state system. 

Another feature characteristic of its cycle is the transfer of boron from rocks and 
waters into organisms and back. The amount ofbaron incorporated in organic matter 
is larger than the quantity taken up by illite from water. During the decay of the 
concentrating organisms. boron is liberated and ultimately finds its way back to 
the hydrosphere. Thus the cycle of boron is connected with the surface waters. 

Fig. 5-0-1 is a diagram of the boron cycle in the upper earth's crust. hydrosphere 
and atmosphere. 

ID. Economic Importance 
Since Egyptian or Roman times boron has been used probably as a flux in ceramic 

and metallurgical processes, '<Bildh" (persian word for borax) was imported during 
the Middle Ages from Tibet to Europe. Considerable advances in the industrial 
chemistry of boron has been made in the last few decades. Elemental boron. organic 
and inorganic boron compounds are the object of intensive research. Fused borax 
readily dissolves many metallic oxides to produce beads of characteristic colours 
(borax beads). Borax finds considerable use as a flux in soldering and as a glaze for 
pottery and enamels. It prevents devitrification of some optical and bard glasses with 
high melting points. Boron is used for reactor materials (neutron absorber) and as 
light metal in aeroplanes and rockets. Boron alloys are applied in iron foundries as 
the addition of 10 to 30 ppm B increases the hardness of steel as much as far larger 
quantities of other agents (Nirosta contains 1% B). Metal borides as Ni:JB. C03B. FC:1B 
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Fig. 5-0-1. The cycleof boron according to data published by LANDERGREN (1945), HARDER 
(1960, 1961a), and GREGOR (1965)/\

( ) 

and other refractory bcrides are resistant to heat. corrosion and abrasion. Zirconium 
boride Ius been tested for use in jets and rocket nozzles. The use of boron as a 
deoxidizer in the metallurgy of copper is also important. Boron is a hard element and 
forms hard compounds such as BN with a diamond structure, boron carbide (B",q. 
and boron silicide (B"Si). They are nearly as hard or harder (boron carbide) than 
diamond and are used as abrasives etc. B",Si and BN are stable under high temperature 
oxidizing conditions. Perbcrates serve as materials for washing and as disinfectants, 
Because of its mild antiseptic and detergent properties it may he an ingredient of 
soaps, cosmetics and disinfectants. Some insecticides contain borax. Methyl borate 
has been tested as a citrus fungicide. Agricultural use for borax has been mentioned 
in Section 5-L. The element is used for the production of plastics. Organic boron 
compounds are being developed for use as dehydrating agents, catalysts and lire 
retardants. Some organic boron compounds such as borane or boron-hydrogen POIYR 
mers and alkyl bcraaes have also been used for high energy jet and rocket fuels. 
Some oil companies are marketing a gasoline for high compression engines that 
contains a boron compound as an anti-knock agent. For additional references, see 
KOHN et o/. (1960) and MATKOVICH (1972). 

IV. Boron Mineral Deposits of Commercial Value 
Of more than hundred known boron minerals, only a few are used commercially: 

borax (from saline lakes) and kemlte (from Tertiary bedded deposits at Kramer Borate 
district, California), colemanlte, ulexite and priceite (from Turkey), boracire (from o Permian salt deposits in Germany), and sassolite (boric acid from volcanic steam vents 
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in Larderello, Toscana.Jraly, and Kertsch, USSR. Inder Area, eastern Urals). Current
ly boron-rich ground water or skam-boro-silicares are an economic source of boron. 
Recent thermal springs have deposited borate minerals in the High Andes inArgentina, 
Bolivia. Chile and Peru (MUESSmG, 1959 and 1961) (Additional references: SCHALLER, 

1930; MEIXNER, 1952; SMITH, 1968). The most important boron deposits are found 
as terrestrial salt deposits in non-marine sedimentary beds. These borate evaporites 
are genetically connected with geologically young volcanic rocks in the neighborhood 
of the deposits. In the Kramer borate district (California) are the world's largest 
known reserves of boron minerals. They supply today more than 90% of the boron 
used in the world. The Kramer sodium borate deposit consists ofparticular sediment
ary borax and kernite (BARNARD and KISTLER, 1966; BOWSER and DICKSON, 1966; 
MORGAN and ERD, 1969; VER PLANCK, 1957). 

The world production is about 1 million tons of borax per year. 

(
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